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1.!Summary!(max.!2!DIN!A4!pages)!!

The"acceleration"of"charged"particles"in"plasmas"is"a"highly"dynamic"and"exciting"research"field,"which"
has" progressed" rapidly" since" the" beginning" of" this" century." Experiments" have" demonstrated" that"
plasma" wakefield" acceleration" (PWFA)" outperforms" traditional" radiofrequency" accelerator"
technology" by"many" orders" of"magnitude" in" the" accelerating" field" strength," thereby" promising," at"
least"in"principle,"a"reduction"in"the"size"of"accelerators"from"the"kilometer"to"the"meter"scale."This"
miniaturisation"is"expected"to"be"accompanied"by"a"similar"reduction"in"cost."Considering"the"billion0
Euro"level"of"investments"for"today’s"particle"colliders"and"free0electron"lasers,"plasma0based"particle"
accelerators"may"well"be"the"most"promising"option"significantly"to"exceed"today’s"energy"frontier."

Furthermore," the" basic" physics" of" plasma" wakefield" acceleration" gives" rise" to" qualitatively" new"
phenomena"whose"importance"is"beyond"purely"economical"aspects."The"10"GV/m"electric"fields" in"
plasma"wakes"of"sub"100"µm"size"give"rise"to"particle"beams"of"femtosecond"duration"with"multi0kA"
currents"and"normalized"emittances"on"the"scale"of"a"few"nm."Such"properties"are"highly"exciting"for"
driving" future" cutting0edge" photon" sources" based" on" free0electron" lasers" or" schemes" for" inverse0
Compton" scattering." Thus," plasma" accelerators" could" potentially" revolutionise" the" modern"
accelerator"landscape."

These" considerations"were" the" science" drivers" that" led" to" the" foundation" of" the"Helmholtz" Virtual"
Institute"VH0VI0503"“Plasma"wakefield"acceleration"of"highly"relativistic"electrons"with"FLASH”,"which"
aims"at"the"advancement"of"beam0driven"plasma0wakefield"physics"towards"applications"utilising"the"
prowess"and"tools"provided"by"the"environment"of"one"of"the"premier"free0electron"laser"facilities"in"
the"world."This"vision"was"translated"into"three"ambitious"scientific"goals:"

0 The"demonstration"of"capturing"of"externally"shaped"electron"beams,"their"acceleration,"and"
their"controlled"release"from"a"wakefield"accelerator"with"energies">1.6"GeV"

0 The"exploration"of"novel"in0plasma"beam0generation"techniques"to"provide">1.6"GeV"energy,"
<100"nm"transverse"normalized"emittance,"~1"fs"duration,"and">1"kA"current"electron"beams"

0 The" assessment" of" those" beams" for" free0electron" laser" gain" at" wavelengths" on" the" few0
nanometer"scale"

The"effort"is"supported"by"partners"from"world0leading"institutions"in"the"fields"of"plasma0wakefield"
acceleration"and"accelerator"physics"who"are"brought"together"and"collaborate"under"the"auspices"of"
this"Virtual"Institute"at"the"Deutsches"Elektronen0Synchrotron"DESY."

DESY" approved" the" FLASHForward" project" to" investigate" Future0ORiented"Wakefield" Accelerator"
Research"and"Development"at"FLASH*in"the"summer"of"2014."The"founding"of"the"VI"was"the"crucial"
development"that"triggered"this"approval."The"FLASHForward"project"provides"the"electron"beamline"
infrastructure" for" the" key" experimental" studies" proposed" through" the" VI." The" FLASHForward"
conceptual" design" phase"was" concluded" in" 2014" and" the" technical" design" is" currently" in" progress."
Installation" of" components" has" started" and" is" expected" to" be" finished" in" 2016." First" beam0driven"
plasma0wakefield"acceleration"(PWFA)"experiments"will"follow"shortly"afterwards"at"the"end"of"2016."
Contention"for"resources"within"the"DESY"specialist"accelerator"groups"with"the"European"X0FEL"and"
the" PETRA0III" upgrades" has" resulted" in" some" slippage" of" milestones" compared" to" those" originally"
specified"in"the"VI"proposal."This"is"discussed"in"more"detail"in"section"2c)."FLASHForward"will"be"one"
of"the"pillars"of"the"Helmholtz"Accelerator"Research"and"Development"(ARD)"initiative"that"has"been"
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established"as"an"independent"research"branch"in"the"field"Matter"and"Technology"with"the"start"of"
funding"period"POF"III."

The"design"and"installation"schedule"for"the"FLASHForward"beamline" is"accompanied"by"theoretical"
studies" conducted" through" the" VI" and" intended" to" flesh" out" its" core" physics" programme." These"
activities" have" advanced" the" level" of" knowledge" in" PWFA;" for" example," the" proposal" of" a" novel"
electron0beam" injection"scheme1,"and"extraction" from"plasma2," first" full" start0to0end"simulations"of"
beam" dynamics3" and" free0electron0laser" gain4." Moreover," a" new" theoretical" framework" has" been"
proposed" for" an" analytical" description" of" beam0envelope" dynamics" inside" a" PWFA5." In" addition,"
experiments" are" planned" at" partner" laboratories" within" the" VI." In" particular," members" of" the" VI"
collaboration"proposed"preparatory"experiments"at"FACET"at"SLAC,"which"have"been"reviewed"with"
excellent"grades"and"are"scheduled"to"be"conducted"within"the"next"year:"the"E210"experiment"for"
laser0assisted"ionization"injection,"E215"for"density0downramp"injection"in"a"hydrogen"plasma"target,"
and"E226"for"plasma0based"beam"dechirping.""

In" addition" to" these" activities," we" are" commissioning" a" FLASHForward" preparation" laboratory" at"
DESY," in"which" new" concepts" for" the" realisation" of" plasma" targets" are" being" studied" and" electron"
beam"diagnostics"are" tested"and"optimised" to"ensure"compatibility"with" the"electromagnetic"noise"
environment"originating"from"plasma"ignition."

With" the" start" of" the" core" experimental" programme" in" 2016," FLASHForward"will" become"a" unique"
facility"and"continue"the"research"on"PWFA"that"has"been"driven"to"a"large"extent"by"highly"successful"
activities" at" our" VI" partner" laboratory" SLAC" during" the" past" decade." In" order" to" fully" leverage" the"
possibilities"provided"by"FLASHForward"in"the"future,"a"collaboration"structure"has"been"established"
in" the" VI" consisting" of" four"working" groups" dedicated" to" “Simulations" and" Theory”" (WG1)," “Beam"
Diagnostics"and"Transport”"(WG2),"“Plasma"Targets"and"Diagnostics”"(WG3),"and"“Photon"Generation"
and" Applications”" (WG4)." These" working" groups" are" actively" pursuing" the" optimisation" of" the"
proposed" scientific" programme" and" the" required" components." In" addition," it" is" through" these"
working" groups" that" new" experimental" proposals" may" be" submitted" by" the" VI" collaboration" to"
FLASHForward"management.""

In"summary,"we"believe"that,"through"the"activities"to"be"detailed"later"in"this"report,"the"Helmholtz"
VI" for" “Plasma" wakefield" acceleration" of" highly" relativistic" electrons" with" FLASH”" is" playing" a"
significant"role"in"shaping"the"future"of"this"dynamic"and"vital"field"of"novel"accelerator"science."

! !
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2.!Progress!report!and!results!"

a)!Starting!position:!(max."2"DIN"A4"pages)"

The"idea"of"harnessing"the"enormous"electrical"fields"inside"an"atom"to"accelerate"charged"particles"
has"tantalised"physicists" for"decades6."A"seminal"paper7"describing"the"creation"of"plasma" in"a" low0
pressure" gas" and" the" subsequent" acceleration"of" charged"particles" by" a" laser" appeared" in" the" late"
1970s." The" recent" availability" of" high0power" lasers"has" rendered" this" dream"a" reality" and"effective"
acceleration"over"very"short"distances"has"been"demonstrated"with"electrical"fields"in"the"multi"GV/m"
range." Shaping" of" the" plasma" and" control" of" the" accelerated" “witness”" particles" was" the" next"
challenge." In" recent" years" of" this" rapid" development," with" GeV" beams" and" diagnostics" that" are"
extending"metres"behind"the"plasma,"cutting0edge"research"has"outgrown"the"university" laboratory"
scale"and"larger"research"centres"have"begun"to"invest"in"laser0based"plasma0wakefield"acceleration8."
Simultaneously," the" progress" in" beam"manipulation" for" high0density" electron" bunches" opened" an"
alternate"route"for"plasma"wake"generation:"a"short"electron"pulse"creates"an"ionisation"channel"and"
wakefield"in"a"low0density"gas"which"propagates"with"the"velocity"of"the"generating"bunch."

This"beam0driven"wakefield"mechanism"has"several"advantages"over"laser0based"plasma"accelerators,"
in"particular"its"capability"to"support"very"high"average"powers,"which"is"of"paramount"importance"to"
compete" against" the" next" generation" of" free0electron" lasers" and" for" future" high0energy" physics"
applications." Beam0driven" schemes" receive," however," far" less" attention" in" today’s" research" scene"
than"laser0plasma"accelerators"owing"to"a"lack"of"available"experimental"infrastructure."In"2011,"only"
two" facilities" worldwide," SLAC" and" BNL," actively" conducted" research" in" this" direction" and" the"
demonstrated" beam" quality" at" that" time" was" limited9." Further" efforts" were" clearly" required" to"
develop"PWFA"to"maturity,"which"triggered"this"VI"proposal."

DESY"had"been" successfully" operating" the" free0electron" laser" FLASH" in" routine"operation" as" a" user"
beam"line"since"2005."It"employs"a"~1"GeV"superconducting"RF"linac"supplied"by"a"photocathode"gun"
to"create"flexible"electron0bunch"profiles"required"for"the"subsequent"undulator"section"to"give"FEL"
operation."The"superconducting"RF"technology"allows"long"bunch"trains"(~1"ms)"separated"by"a"few"
hundred"ns"to"be"generated"and"transported"to"a"separate"undulator"section,"which"was"approved"as"
the"FLASH"2"project."It"utilises"the"linac"of"FLASH"and"extracts"an"arbitrary"fraction"of"the"pulse"train"
with"a" fast"kicker"magnet" for"use" in" the"FLASH"2"undulator."The"tunnel"of" the"FLASH"2"undulator" is"
sufficiently"wide"to"house"additional"equipment"–"and"so"FLASHForward"was"born."

FLASHForward"is"a"beamline"in"the"FLASH"2"tunnel"that"employs"a"second"magnet"kicker"to"extract"a"
few"bunches"from"the"FLASH"2"bunch"train."After"additional"shaping,"a"high0density"electron"bunch"
can" be" injected" into" a" plasma" target." Additional" charges" injected" into" the" plasma" are" accelerated,"
leave" the" excited" plasma"wakefield" at" significantly" higher" energy" and" are" recorded" and" diagnosed"
behind" the" plasma" cell." Flexibility" in" plasma0target" type" and" driver0beam" shape" allow" controlled"
injection," acceleration" and" extraction" of" tailored" electron" bunches" to" be" studied," thus" establishing"
the" parameter" space" for" a" beam0driven" plasma"wakefield" accelerator." Possible" applications" range"
from"FEL"to"multi0stage"acceleration"as"eventually"required"for"high0energy"physics."

Planning"for"this"unique"facility"began"in"2011"and"led"to"the"application"for"the"Virtual"Institute."The"
application"included"an"initial"period"of"design"to"understand"and"guarantee"operation"of"the"scheme"
at"FLASH"2."One"of"the"constraints"–"and"a"bonus"–"is"the"operation"of"FLASH"2"as"a"highly"reliable"and"
over0subscribed" user" facility." Simple" extraction" of" the" bunch" is" hence" not" an" option."Most" of" the"
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beam"time"for"FLASHForward"had"to"be"symbiotic,"i.e."a"share"of"the"FLASH"2"beam"extracted"by"the"
secondary"kicker."Operation"in"such"an"environment"demands"highly"reliable"components,"redundant"
diagnostics"and"remote"control"of"the"experiment"with"sophisticated"feedback."

Detailed" studies" were" carried" out," showing" that" joint" operation" of" the" FLASH"2" FEL" and" the"
FLASHForward"beamlines"was"conceivable."In"fact"the"injection"schemes"foreseen"for"FLASHForward"
provide"considerable"flexibility"in"requirements"for"the"incident"beam,"such"that"many""experiments"
can" be" carried" out" at" FLASHForward" concurrently" with" FLASH"2" operation." A" small" fraction" of" the"
beam"time"may"require"specific"bunch"parameters"of"length"and"density"that"may"not"be"compatible"
with"simultaneous"operation"of"FLASHForward."Such"experiments"would"have"to"apply"for"exclusive"
time"slots"that"would"have"to"be"negotiated"with"the"interested"parties."This"is"facilitated"by"the"fact"
that"~10%"of"the"FLASH"facility"beam"time"is"reserved"for"generic"accelerator"science."

It" is" from" this" background" that" the" unique" opportunity" for" FLASHForward" emerged." It" was"
immediately"apparent" that" such"an"ambitious"programme"could"only"be"successful" if" supported"by"
the"collaboration"and"expertise"of"many"of"the"leading"groups"in"PWFA"across"the"world."A"Helmholtz"
Virtual" Institute" was" clearly" an" ideal" instrument" for" this" purpose." The" application" specified" the"
additional" funding" and" expertise" that" was" required" to" allow" planning" in" an" international" context."
Collaborators" at" SLAC" and" Berkeley" in" the" US" had" pioneered" beam0" and" laser0generated" plasma,"
respectively,"and"accelerated"bunches."Collaborators"at"Oxford"University"had"obtained"considerable"
experience" in" beam" diagnostics" and" plasma0cell" design." Hamburg" University" had" just" begun" a"
programme" in"plasma0wakefield"acceleration," initially"with"a"Young" Investigator"Position"within"the"
Helmholtz"Alliance" “Physics" at" the"Terascale”" and" subsequently"with"a" full" professorship." The" joint"
employment" of" Alexander" von"Humboldt" Professor" Brian" Foster" at" the"University" of"Hamburg" and"
DESY"created"a"vital" link"between"both" institutions"and"a"substantial"part"of" the"Humboldt" funding"
has"been"devoted"to"the"current"project,"particularly"in"terms"of"funding"scientific"personnel."A"total"
of"10"postdocs,"17"doctoral"students"and"17"masters"and"undergraduate"students"have"so"far"worked"
on"areas"related"to"the"VI"at"those"institutes"directly"funded"from"VI"resources,"viz.,"DESY,"University"
of"Hamburg"and"JAI."Many"others"are"working"on"VI0related"issues"at"the"other"partner"institutes."

The" approval" of" the"Virtual" Institute" allowed"a"broad" scientific" programme" to"be" finalised" and" the"
roles" of" the" partners" to" be" specified." Although" the"US" institutions" have" not" been" able" to" formally"
become" Associates" of" the" VI" as" originally" planned" because" of" new" US" Department" of" Energy"
regulations"on" the" signing"of" international" agreements," functionally" this"has"not"affected" the" close"
working"relationship"between"all"members"of"the"VI."Another"modification"to"the"original"VI"proposal"
was"triggered"by"a"decision"of"DESY"and"University"of"Hamburg"management"not"to"relocate"a"200"
TW" peak0power" laser" system" to" FLASHForward." A" smaller" high0intensity" laser" has" been" installed"
instead,"a"change"that"only"marginally" impacted"the"foreseen"physics"programme"and"resulted" in"a"
more" concentrated" effort" on" PWFA" activities." Milestones" allow" the" progress" of" the" project" to" be"
monitored" and" the" DESY" Project" Commission" regularly" examines" the" resources" requested" and"
applied."Work"Packages"were"defined"at"the"kick0off"meeting"of"the"Virtual"Institute"at"SLAC"in"2012."
The" international" collaborative" aspect" of" the" VI," although" centred" on" FLASHForward," extends" far"
beyond" it:" initial" experiments"have"been"approved"at" the"FACET"beamline"at" SLAC" in"a" joint"effort"
with" the" international" collaborators." The" AWAKE" experiment" at" CERN" will" use" proton" beams,"
perforce"very"long,"to"excite"the"plasma"in"long"cells;"as"well"as"its"intrinsic"scientific"interest,"AWAKE"
shares"many"techniques"with"FLASHForward" inside"the"VI," in"particular" the"development"of"plasma"
cell"technology"and"PIC"codes,"including"OSIRIS10."" "
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b)!Presentation!of!the!interim!results:!(max."10"DIN"A4"pages)"

The"scientific"results"that"have"so"far"emerged"from"research"conducted"within"the"framework"of"this"
Virtual" Institute"will" be"discussed"with" reference" to" the" four"VI"working" groups" (WGs)." In" order" to"
present" these" results" in" the"appropriate"context," this" section"begins"with"a"brief"description"of" the"
FLASHForward"beamline."Its"conceptual"design"is"an"outcome"of"work"that"was"conducted"within"the"
WGs"and"thus"represents"one"of"the"main"interim"results"of"this"Virtual"Institute."

The"FLASHForward"beamline"(Figure"1)"will"be"situated"inside"the"FLASH"2"tunnel"at"DESY."FLASH"is"
the"Free0Electron"Laser"(FEL)"in"Hamburg,"the"first"VUV"FEL"worldwide,"nowadays"providing"coherent"
radiation"down"to"the"water"window"in"two"separate"FEL"beamlines"FLASH"1"and"2."FLASHForward"
will" be" part" of" this" complex." It" can" be" divided" conceptually" into" five" sectors" with" differing"
functionality:"the"beam"extraction;"the"beam"focusing;"the"beam"diagnostics;"the"undulator"sections;"
and"the"central"interaction"chamber."The"purpose"of"each"of"these"parts"is"described"below.""

The"extraction"beamline" fulfils" two"tasks:" the"extraction"of"electron"bunches" from"the"FLASH"2"FEL"
beamline"into"FLASHForward,"and"the"formation"of"the"longitudinal"current"profile"of"the"extracted"
beams"by"means"of"a"variable"temporal"compression."The"maximum"repetition"rate"is"expected"to"be"

10"Hz."The"spatial"separation"of"FLASHForward"and"FLASH"2"bunches"is"realised"by"utilising"two"fast"
half0sine"kicker"magnets"with"a"rise"time"of"~115"µs"with"the"magnetic"field"coupled"to"the"electron"
beam" inside" ceramic" chambers." This" allows" for" simultaneous" operation" with" the" FLASH" FEL"
beamlines."These"kickers"cause"a"deviation"of"the"beam"trajectory"by"8°,"compensated"for"by"another"
set" of" dipole"magnets" (1" ×" 00.8°" and" 2" ×" 03.6°)," leading" to" a" total" transverse" separation" from" the"
FLASH" 2" beamline" of" 4" m." Inside" this" achromatic" beam0translation" system," the" beam" optics" are"
chosen"such"that"beam"dispersion"is"closed"up"to"second"order"and"the"temporal"compression"of"the"
beam"can"be"varied"by"tuning"the"transport"R56"between"04"and"4"mm."In"this"way,"FLASHForward"can"
optimise" its" beam" current" essentially" independently" from" FLASH" 1" and" 2." Additional" degrees" of"
freedom" and" prospects" for" optimisation"will" be" realised" by" tuneable" RF" parameters." Furthermore,"
this" setup" has" been" shown" in" simulations" to" allow" for" the" post0compression" of" FLASH" beams" to"
currents"of"up"to"10"kA"at"the"cost"of"only"small"sacrifices"in"emittance."High"and"flexible"currents"are"
a"prerequisite"for"several"of"the"planned"experimental"investigations"in"the"VI"scientific"programme."

After" being" bent" back" parallel" to" the" FLASH" 2" beamline," the" electron" beam" enters" the" focussing"
section,"at"the"end"of"which"the"beam"is"spatially"compressed"to"a"transverse"spot"size"of"7"µm"rms"
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Figure! 1:! Conceptual! configuration! of! the! FLASHForward! beamline! with! its! main! components,! the! electron! beam!

extraction!and!focussing,!the!laser!beamline,!the!plasma!interaction!chamber,!the!beam!diagnostics!section,!and!the!

undulator!section!with!photon!diagnostics.!
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with"low"position"(<"10"µm)"and"angle"jitter"(<"0.5"mrad)"onto"the"plasma"target"situated"inside"the"
central"interaction"chamber."Furthermore,"the"focussing"section"contains"three"differential"pumping"
stations"to"reduce"the"gas"load"on"the"vacuum"system"created"by"the"plasma"target"to"the"required"
1009"mbar"at"the"beginning"of"the"extraction"section."

The"central"interaction"chamber"forms"the"heart"of"the"beamline."The"electron"beam,"the"laser"beam,"
and" the"plasma" interact"within" the" chamber,"which"houses" the" targets"and"various" scintillator"and"
metal" screens" for" beam" and" laser" alignment." These" are"mounted" onto" the"movable" platform" of" a"
Hexapod,"allowing"for" free"translational"and"rotational"positioning"within"the"chamber."The"plasma"
targets"consist"of"capillary"tubes"filled"with"a"gas"(H"or"He)."The"gas"therein"is"converted"into"plasma"
by" a" 25" TW"high0intensity" laser." Additional" synchronised" short0pulse" lasers" for" probing"or" particle0
injection"experiments"can"be"delivered"into"the"central"chamber"through"side"ports."

The"beam0capturing"and"diagnostics"section"starts"downstream"of"the"interaction"point."In"phase"I"of"
the" project" (as" discussed" in" the" perspectives" paper" below)" it" will" be" equipped" to" analyse" the"
emerging" electron" beams" in" the" greatest" possible" detail." Available" instruments"will" be"wide0range"
electron" spectrometers" that" cover" the"energy" spectrum" from"100"MeV" to"5"GeV"with" sub0percent"
resolution" up" to" 2.5"GeV," screen" stations" for" beam"profiling" and," in" combination"with" quadrupole"
magnets," for" emittance" measurements," and" a" transition0radiation" spectrometer" to" investigate"
longitudinal" beam" properties." In" addition," this" section" of" the" beamline" will" provide" photon"
diagnostics"to"investigate"the"high0intensity"transmitted"laser"radiation"and"the"X0rays"created"inside"
the" plasma" by" synchrotron" radiation" and" by" inverse0Compton" scattering." In" phase" II" of"
FLASHForward,"the"beam0capturing"and"diagnostics"section"will"be"enhanced"by"optics"to"transport"
and"match"the"generated"beams"into"an"undulator,"built"from"spare"FLASH"1"undulators."

Working!group!1!(WG1):!Simulations!and!Theory!

The"particle0in0cell"(PIC)"simulation"method11"is"an"essential"tool"for"the"exploration"of"phenomena"in"
plasma0based" accelerators" and" has" already" given" rise" to" a" number" of" important" innovations." This"
technique"is"used"by"WG1"to"develop"and"optimise"numerical"algorithms,"to"simulate"relevant"PWFA0
physics"scenarios"on"supercomputers"up"to" the"highest"performance"class," to"analyse" the"obtained"
simulation"results"comprehensively"and"to"describe"plasma"wakefield"acceleration"theoretically."

These"efforts"are"directed"towards"a"better"understanding"of,"and"hence"an"improved"control"over,"
relevant"processes"in"PWFA,"such"as"the"injection"and"acceleration"of"high0quality"electron"bunches"
in"beam0driven"plasma"waves"and" their"quality,"preserving" transport" to" the" interaction" region,"e.g."
for"the"generation"of"high0brilliance"X0ray"beams."

-* Brief* introduction* to* the* particle-in-cell* method:" A" large" variety" of" processes" in" plasma0based"
accelerators" have" a" kinetic" nature," and" thus" should" be" described" by" the"Maxwell0Vlasov" theory12;"
analytic"solutions"exist"only"for"highly"simplified"scenarios"in"PWFA."As"a"consequence,"the"Maxwell0
Vlasov" system" needs" to" be" solved" numerically," and" the" PIC" method" has" proven" to" be" the" most"
efficient"approach"without" losing" fidelity" to" the"underlying"physics."Eulerian"quantities," such"as" the"
electromagnetic" fields"or" the"electric0current"distribution," are" rendered"on"a" grid"while" the"phase0
space" particle" density" is" discretised" using" numerical" particles" or" macro0particles." The" simulation"
scheme" repeats" a" loop" consisting" of" the" deposition" of" the" current" density" of" the"macro0particles,"
numerical"computation"of"the"updated"field"configuration"via"Maxwell’s"equations,"the"interpolation"
of"the"field"to"the"position"of"the"macro0particles"and"their"subsequent"advancement."The"execution"
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of" highly" parallelised" PIC" codes" on" modern" high0performance" computers" allows" the" full" three0
dimensional" modelling" of" the" complex" features" in" plasma" wakefield" accelerators." Simulation"
software"developed"and"used"in"WG1"are"the"PIC"codes"OSIRIS,"VSim"and"HiPACE.""

-* Status* of* sub-projects* and* achievements:* a)* Code* development* -* HiPACE." New" PIC" codes" and"
routines"are"being"developed"in"the"scope"of"this"working"group"in"order"to"render"the"computational"
emulation"of"PWFA"more"efficient"and"versatile."The"quasi0static"three0dimensional"PIC"code"HiPACE"
was" conceived" and"developed" in" collaboration"between" the"DESY" and" Lawrence"Berkeley"National"
Laboratory" groups." It" utilises" the" quasi0static" approximation" to" reduce" the" computational" costs" to"
model" several" pertinent" PWFA" scenarios" drastically13." Incorporated" into" this" code" are" novel"
algorithmic"schemes"significantly"more"efficient"than"competing"software."

b)* Start-to-end* simulation* framework."A" fully" realistic"modelling"of" a"plasma"wakefield" accelerator,"
such" as" FLASHForward," requires" the" simulation" of" the" beam" injection" and" acceleration" into" the"
plasma"with"the"PIC"code"followed"by"simulation"of"the"extraction"by"a"tracking"code"and,"eventually,"
the"simulation"of"X0ray"photon"generation"by"means"of"a"free0electron"laser"code."Such"start0to0end"
simulations"necessitate"a"framework"for"the"consistent"exchange"of"beam"information"between"the"
different" simulation" programs." Such" a" framework" including" the" PIC" codes" HiPACE" and" OSIRIS" has"
been" established" in" WG1" in" collaboration" with" researchers" from" the" Instituto" Superior" Tècnico,"
Lisbon." This" will" permit" unprecedented" start0to0end" simulations" of" plasma" wakefield" accelerators"
taking"into"account"realistic"beam"parameters"and"all"relevant"physics."

c)*Post-processing*and*data*visualisation."Results"generated"by"simulations"demand"comprehensive"
post0processing"analysis"and"visualisation"for"their"practical"interpretation."Much"effort"in"WG1"is"put"
into"developing"data0analysis"frameworks"to"obtain"a"better"understanding"of"the"underlying"physics"
in"PWFA"processes."An"analysis" program" is" employed" to" compute"betatron" radiation"generated"by"
the"electron"beam"in"PIC"simulations"with"HiPACE."This"is"important"for"the"preparation"and"design"of"
appropriate"betatron"radiation"diagnostics"at"FLASHForward."This"has"been"developed"in"the"context"
of"this"VI"together"with"WG2"in"collaboration"between"DESY"and"Imperial"College"London,"in"JAI."

-* Physical* investigations:* a)* Controlled* injection* of* electron* bunches* in* PWFA.* The" tailored" and"
controlled" injection" of" plasma" electrons" into" the" accelerating" and" focussing" phase" of" the" plasma"
wave" in"order"to"form"“witness"beams”" is"a"crucial"step"to"obtain"high0quality"beams"from"plasma0
based" accelerators." This" is" a" major" topic" of" the" studies" within" WG1." An" innovative" and" original"
method,"using"wakefield0induced"ionization"and"trapping"for"high0quality"beam"generation"in"PWFA"
was" proposed" by"members" of" the"VI1." Furthermore," the" injection" of" ultra0low0emittance" beams" in"
PWFA"triggered"by"an"ionization"laser,"in"the"so0called"underdense"photo0cathode"scheme,"is"studied"
by" VI" collaboration" partners" from" the" University" of" Hamburg" and" Strathclyde14." Other" injection"
techniques" under" investigation" are"magnetically" aided" injection15," injection" in" longitudinal" plasma0
density"transitions16"and"beam0field0induced"ionization"injection17.""

b)* Quality-optimised* extraction* of* beams* from* PWFA.* Beams" from" PWFA" often" have" significant"
energy" spread"and" large" angular"divergence." This" poses" a" challenge" for"quality"preservation" in" the"
ensuing" beam" transport" and," hence," for" the" subsequent" usability" of" these" beams." Two" different"
approaches" to" tackle" this" have" been" developed" in" WG1." As" originally" identified" by" VI" members,"
emittance"degradation"in"the"capturing"beam"optics"owing"to"the"combination"of"large"energy"spread"
and"divergence18"can"be"mitigated"in"tailored"plasma0to0vacuum"transitions2."In"addition,"a"reduction"
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of"the"correlated"energy"spread"of"witness"beams"by"propagation"through"short"high0density"plasma"
regions" is"proposed." In" these"regions," the"witness"beam" itself"excites"wakefields"that"act" to"reduce"
their"correlated"energy"spread19."Such"ideas"will"be"vital"in"developing"key"applications"of"PWFA,"e.g."
free0electron" lasers," and" thus" competing"with" and" surpassing" traditional" accelerators" in" important"
beam0quality"parameters."

c)*PWFA*with*tailored*witness*and*driver*beams.*The"FLASH"facility"has"the"remarkable"capability"to"
produce"and"transport"longitudinally"shaped"beams"with"a"high"degree"of"flexibility20."This"opens"up"
unique"possibilities"for"PWFA"experiments,"e.g."the"generation"of"a"tailored"double0bunch"structure"
as"wake"driver"and"witness" from" two" independently" tuneable,"distinct"beams"or" the"generation"of"
driver"beams"with"ramped"current"profiles"to"accelerate"witness"bunches"to"energies"far"exceeding"
that"of"the"driver"beam."Before"these"features"can"be"utilised"and"demonstrated"for"the"first"time"in"
PWFA" at" FLASHForward," comprehensive" theoretical" and" numerical" studies" must" be" performed."
Previous" investigations" at" DESY" showed" that" preserving" the" quality" of" pre0accelerated" beams" on"
injection" into" plasma0based" acceleration" is" challenging." Beams" that" are" not" optimally" injected" into"
the"plasma"cell"experience"severe"quality"deterioration."A"novel"theory,"quantitatively"describing"the"
effect"of"this"degradation,"was"developed"by"DESY"and"James"Cook"University,"Townsville5."This"gives"
better"understanding"of"the"relevant"physics"and"serves"as"a"basis" for" further"studies,"e.g."applying"
tailored"vacuum0to0plasma" transitions." Such" studies" are" interesting" conceptually" so" that"PWFA"can"
deliver"higher"quality"and"tuneable"beams."Analysis"of"such"schemes"for"FLASHForward"by"means"of"
realistic"start0to0end"simulations"is"vital"to"achieve"the"core"milestones"of"our"programme."

Working!group!2!(WG2):!Beam!Diagnostics!and!Transport!

The"goal"of"WG2"is"to"analyse"driver"and"witness"electron"bunches"at"FLASHForward"by"developing"
appropriate" diagnostics" and" by" optimising" the" beam" transport" from" the" plasma" cell" to" those"
diagnostic"elements."The"expected"drive0"and"witness0beam"parameters"as"predicted"by"simulations"
(performed"in"WG1)"are"summarized"in"the"following"table:"

 Energy [GeV] εN [μm] βx,y [mm] Duration 
[fs] 

Uncorrelated energy 
spread [%] 

Charge [pC] 

Driver 
(before plasma) 

0.5 - 1.2 2 - 5 20 ~50  < 0.1 20 - 1000 

Witness 
(after plasma) 

1.2 - 2.5 
(up to 5) 

0.1 - 1 1 - 10 ~1  ~1 1 - 500 

"

This"clearly"shows"that"parameters" (in"particular" the"energy"spread,"duration"and"beta0function)"of"
plasma0accelerated" beams" differ" from" those" typically" encountered" in" conventional" accelerators."
Therefore,"existing"diagnostic"methods"need"to"be"adapted"or"new"methods"have"to"be"developed."

Members" of" the" VI" from" DESY" have" taken" a" lead" in" tackling" these" challenges," with" valuable"
contributions"coming"from"external"collaborators."General"concepts,"relevant"for"all"subprojects"and"
FLASHForward"as"a"whole," such"as" the" layout"of" the"post0plasma"beamline," are"discussed"by"all"VI"
members." In" addition," members" of" the" VI" have" taken" responsibility" for" specific" diagnostic"
subprojects:" Imperial"College"London"(within"JAI)" is"heading"the"development"of"betatron"radiation"
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diagnostics;"Oxford"(JAI)"is"responsible"for"a"single0shot"Smith0Purcell21"radiation"monitor."In"addition,"
INFN" Frascati" and" DESY" are" beginning" to" develop" emittance0measurement" techniques" suitable" for"
PWFA"beams.""

-*Status*of*sub-projects*and*achievements:*a)*post-plasma*beamline."The"conceptual"design"for"phase"
I"has"been"finalised."The"beamline"optics"consists"of"strong"quadrupoles"close"to"the"exit"of"the"
plasma"cell,"which"capture"the"divergent"witness"beam"and"focus"it"8"m"downstream."In"phase"II,"
further"optics"will"be"installed"to"match"the"beam"to"the"planned"undulator."Figure"2"shows"a"
schematic"of"the"beamline"components,"which"was"verified"by"particle"tracking"simulations."A"
witness"beam"with"energy"spread"of"1%"can"be"successfully"transported"to"the"end"of"the"beamline"
with"the"beam"size"<"several"hundred"microns."In"the"collimator"area,"the"beam"has"a"waist"size"

below"100"μm,"which"makes"it"suitable"for"quadrupole0scan"emittance"measurements"and"transition0
radiation"spectroscopy."Beam"quality"will"be"preserved"by"using"tailored"plasma0density"profiles"at"
the"exit"of"the"plasma"cell."Simulations"(carried"out"by"WG1"and"WG3)"show"that"the"desired"density"
transitions"can"be"created"and,"thus,"the"beta"function"at"the"plasma"output"increased"adiabatically"
from"1"mm"to"20"mm."This"prevents"bunch"lengthening"and"strongly"mitigates"chromatic"emittance"
growth."These"results"constitute"the"first"time"that"an"innovative"technique"for"beam0quality"
preservation"in"PWFA"has"been"studied"systematically"and"utilised"in"an"actual"beamline"design.""

b)*General*diagnostics."The"conceptual"design"for"generic"diagnostics"in"phase"I"is"complete."This"will"
allow" for" energy," emittance," charge," transverse" profile" and" transverse" position" measurements."
Energy" measurements" are" done" at" two" locations" with" broadband," high0resolution" spectrometers."
Emittance" measurements" are" performed" by" a" single" scanning" quadrupole." Four" beam0position"
monitors"are"included"along"the"beamline."Charge"measurements"are"available"after"the"plasma"and"
after" the" collimator," which" rejects" most" of" the" remaining" drive" beam" and" allows" passage" of" the"
witness" beam." This" diagnostic" suite," including" the" more" specialised" diagnostics" discussed" below,"
constitutes" to" our" knowledge" the"most" extensive" beam" characterisation" equipment" at" any" plasma"
accelerator"and,"hence,"will"allow"investigation"of"PWFA"beams"in"hitherto"unprecedented"detail."

c)*Transition*radiation*spectroscopy.*Transition"radiation"will"provide"information"on"the"longitudinal"
profile"of"the"driver"and"witness"beams"and"will"be"deployed"for"the"first"time"in"a"PWFA"experiment."
The" conceptual" design" of" the" transition0radiation" diagnostic" for" FLASHForward" is" close" to" being"
finalised."The"wavelength"range"of"the"measurement"has"been"estimated"and"a"transition0radiation"

Figure!2:!PostNplasma!beamline!design!for!FLASHForward!phase!I.!
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chamber"designed."At" the"present" time," simulations"are"underway" to"deduce" the"characteristics"of"
the" expected" radiation." These" will" be" completed" by" the" end" of" April" 2015." A" first" version" of" the"
transition0radiation"diagnostic"will"be"tested"in"the"FLASHForward"preparation"laboratory"in"summer"
2015." A" key" element" of" pulse0shape" reconstruction" is" the" accuracy" of" the" deployed" retrieval"
algorithms." Colleagues" in" the" VI" at" DESY" and" JAI" are" working" on" an" in0depth" comparison" and"
optimisation"of"different"formalisms,"among"them"Kramers0Kronig22"and"Bubble"Wrap23."

d)*Betatron*radiation*diagnostics."Transverse"oscillations"of"the"electron"beam"caused"by"the"focusing"
properties"of"the"plasma"wakefield"lead"to"the"production"of"bright"X0rays"in"the"few"to"hundred"keV"
energy" range." These" X0rays" can" be" used" to" diagnose" the" transverse" phase0space" properties" of" the"
emitting"electron"beam."A"key"part"of"the"betatron"diagnostic"programme"within"this"WG"has"been"
the"development"of"a"new"radiation"post0processing"capability"for"the"HiPACE"code,"called"HiPACE0
rpp,"in"collaboration"between"DESY"and"JAI."This"enables"the"efficient"calculation"and"prediction"of"X0
ray"radiation"properties"from"various"PWFA"scenarios."The"code"has"been"successfully"benchmarked"
against"a"set"of"test"trajectories"and"has"been"successfully"interfaced"with"large"HiPACE"data"sets."It"is"
currently" being" applied" to" specific" scenarios" based" on" FLASHForward" parameters" to" optimise" the"
detailed" design" of" the" X0ray" diagnostics." First" analytic" calculations" predict" bright" hard" X0rays" in" a"
similar"energy"range"to"measurements"that"have"been"undertaken"at"laser"wakefield"experiments"by"
institutions" in" the" VI." Diagnostic" design" will" be" finalised" in" the" summer" of" 2015," building" on" the"
expertise" built" up" at" Imperial" College," allowing" for" single0shot" data" to" be" taken" at" the" full" 10" Hz"
repetition"rate"of"the"FLASHForward"beamline."

Working!group!3!(WG3):!Plasma!Targets!and!Diagnostics!

In"order" for"plasma"wakefield"acceleration"to"be"controllable," the" initial"state"of" the"plasma"before"
interaction" with" the" drive" beam"must" be" known." In" particular," the" local" density" of" electrons" and"
multiple"ionic"species"plays"a"crucial"role"for"the"induced0charge"separation"and"is"inevitably"linked"to"
the" properties" of" the" accelerated" electron" beam." The" role" of" WG3" is" to" design" and" characterise"
tailored" plasma" targets" that"meet" the" specific" requirements" imposed" e.g." by" injection" techniques."
This"incorporates"target"design,"simulation"and"density0profile"validation"via"appropriate"diagnostics."

Plasma-target* and* gas-system* design." A" concept" for" a" plasma" target" for" FLASHForward" has" been"
developed." Since" FLASH" 2" is" a" user" facility," downtime" and" thereby" access" to" the" FLASHForward"
beamline" is" limited" in"both" frequency" and"duration."One"of" the"major" aims"of" the" target"design" is"
therefore" the" ability" to" fully" replace" the" target" during" a" single" maintenance" shift." In" addition," its"
design" allows" the" generation" of" variable" density" profiles" or" species" distributions" needed" to" study"
multiple" injection"techniques"using"the"same"target"structure"while"giving"full" transverse"access" for"
plasma"diagnostic" purposes." To"make"use"of" the"properties" of" the" generated"beams," there" are"no"
obstructions"(e.g."windows)"in"the"electron"beam"direction."The"target"design"includes"the"option"for"
tailored" adiabatic" beam" release" into" vacuum." In" these" targets," the" main" plasma" component" is"
density0tapered" hydrogen" gas" ionized" by" a" femtosecond" laser" beam." First" prototypes" of" those"
structures" are" currently" in" the" manufacturing" stage" and" will" be" tested" in" 2015" inside" the"
FLASHForward" preparation" laboratory." This" target" design" constitutes" a" quantum" leap" in" PWFA"
plasma"target"technology,"which"until"now"has"mostly"been"based"on"decade0old"Alkali"vapour"ovens."

The" direct" connection" of" FLASHForward" to" the" FLASH" accelerator" vacuum" imposes" strict"
requirements"on"materials," their" vacuum"compatibility" and" the"pressure" at" the" intersection" to" the"
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accelerator."For"the"gas"supply,"a"solution"was"found"using"an"all0metal"sealed"regulating"valve"with"
fast"yet"precise" leak0rate"adjustment" in"combination"with"pressure"gauges,"allowing"for"adjustment"
of" the"number"densities"on" the"order"of"1017" cm03"with"accuracy"of"a" few"%."To" remove" the"gas,"a"
four0stage" differential" pumping" system" is" distributed" along" the" matching" and" focussing" section"
upstream"of"the"plasma"cell."It"has"been"designed"to"accommodate"a"volume"flow"through"the"target"
of" up" to" 20"mbar" l/s"while" reaching" a"maximum" pressure" of" 1008"mbar" at" the" interface" to" FLASH."
Three" independent" studies" have" been" performed" in" collaboration" with" DESY," the" University" of"
Hamburg"(UHH)"and"industrial"pump"suppliers"to"verify"its"suitability."

Plasma*generation." The"electron"beam"driving" the"wakefield"at"FLASHForward" is" in"most" scenarios"
not" intense"enough" to" ionise"hydrogen"and"create"a"plasma"by" itself." Thus,"a"25"TW"high0intensity"
laser"as"the"primary"option"for"plasma"generation"by"field"ionisation"and"a"high0voltage"breakdown"as"
a"backup"are"being"investigated."The"latter"is"realised"by"a"pulse0forming"network"(PFN)"with"flat0top"
current"profile,"adjustable"peak"current,"rise"time"and"pulse"duration"developed"by"WG3."Utilising"a"
PFN" for" discharge" generation" is" unique" in" PWFA." Other" discharges" are" based" on" (un0)matched"
capacitance0based"discharge"circuits"that"do"not"allow"for"a"comparable"level"of"flexibility."We"plan"to"
develop" the" PFN" method" in" collaboration" with" the" Helmholtz" Institut" Jena" via" a" laser0ignited"
discharge" scheme," combining" the" timing" accuracy" of" laser" triggering"with" the" control" of" electronic"
circuits."

Computational*fluid*dynamics*(CFD)*modelling*of*targets."Colleagues"from"DESY"and"the"University"of"
Hamburg"are"using"fully"three0dimensional"CFD"modelling"with"the"open"source"code"OpenFOAM"to"
gain"a"better"understanding"of"the"gas"density"profiles"that"can"be"realised"in"the"target"structures."
This"allows"the"simulation"of"complex" targets"with"multiple"gas" feeds"using" the"original"CAD"target"
production" models," state0of0the0art" in" plasma0target" design." These" models" not" only" allow" for"
investigation"of" spatial" gas0density"profiles"but" also" include" their" temporal" evolution" influenced"by"
the"filling"process"and"pulsing"of"gas"jets."

Gas* ionisation* and* dissociation* modelling." The" understanding" of" plasma" properties" before" the"
acceleration" process" requires" a" detailed" understanding" of" plasma" creation." This" is" particularly"
important" for" ionisation0based" electron0injection" techniques" that" can" lead" to" exceptional" quality"
witness"beams."For"this"process,"a"well"defined"plasma"needs"to"be"prepared"containing"species"with"
different" ionisation" thresholds." The" species" with" the" lower" ionisation" threshold" (LIT)" provides" the"
background" plasma" in" which" the" wake" is" formed." The" high" ionisation" threshold" (HIT)" medium" is"
utilised"to"inject"electrons"into"the"wakefield."A"careful"selection"of"the"gas"species"and"knowledge"of"
the" ionisation"properties"of" the"LIT"and"HIT"media"are" crucial." Thus,"WG3"has" started" to" study" the"
ionisation" and" dissociation" dynamics" of" hydrogen" molecules" and" atomic" gases" in" detail." A" model"
based" on" ADK0ionisation24" and" rate" equations" together"with" a" parameterisation" for" the" potentials"
dealing"with"multi0photon"and"field0induced"molecular"dissociation"has"been"developed."First"results"
indicate"that"plasma"generation"by"intense"laser"pulses"with"durations"of"up"to"40"fs"is"dominated"by"
consecutive" ionisation" of" the" hydrogen" molecule," which" is" unfavourable" for" ionisation" injection"
techniques" involving" helium" since" their" ionisation" potentials" are" similar." For" longer" duration" laser"
pulses," dissociation" of" hydrogen" molecules" becomes" important" and" changes" the" ionisation" rates."
Studies" are" continuing" and" are" informing" the" design" of" experiments" to" validate" the" ionisation" and"
dissociation"dynamics"later"in"2015."
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Gas*and*plasma*density*diagnostics."The"experimental"characterisation"of"gas"and"plasma"targets" is"
important"to"benchmark"the"CFD"modelling."In"addition,"analyses"of"PWFA"experiments"can"be"done"
with"high" fidelity"only" if" the"plasma0density"properties"of" the"target"are"known"with"high"accuracy."
Different" diagnostic" methods" to" detect" these" properties" have" thus" been" developed" and"
implemented.""

a)* Raman* scattering.!A" relatively" straightforward" approach" to" gas" density"measurement"with" high"
spatial" resolution" is" to" observe" photon" scattering" processes." Raman" scattering" as" a" non0resonant"
species0sensitive" technique"allows" the"efficient" suppression"of" stray" light" components" scattered"by"
the" materials" surrounding" the" gas."Within" the" framework" of" this"WG," the" range" in" which" Raman"
scattering" can" reliably" be" used" as" a" density" diagnostic" has" been" extended" to" a" few" 1017" cm03" (see"
Figure"3)"25."This"is"an"improvement"by"an"order"of"magnitude"on"previous"state0of0the0art"results26.""

b)"Stark*broadening*and* shift.*A"challenge" for" the" characterisation"of"plasma" targets" for"upcoming"
acceleration"experiments"is"the"required"low"plasma"electron"densities"(<"1017"cm03)."For"commonly"
used"diagnostics"such"as"laser"interferometry,"the"demonstrated"density"limit"for"reliable"detection"is"
at"the"1018"cm03"level."Hence,"a"different"technique"is"required."WG3"has"studied"the"implementation"
of" a" diagnostic" from" the" field" of" plasma" spectroscopy." It"measures" the"width" and" shift" of" spectral"
lines,"which"depend"on" the" local" electric" fields" surrounding" the" emitter" and," thus," on" the" electron"
density"of"the"plasma."So"far"the"technique"has"proven"promising,"allowing"for"line0width"and"peak0
shift" detection" in" the" low" 1017" cm03" regime," limited" by" the" densities" achievable"with" the" currently"
used" gas0feed" setup." A" further" sensitivity" improvement" may" be" achieved" in" the" future" by"
modification" of" the" test" setup"
and" enhancing" spectral"
resolution." The" current" setup"
also"facilitates"space0"and"time0
resolved" measurements,"
allowing" the" density" evolution"
inside" the" gas" targets" to" be"
deduced" with" few" nanosecond"
and" 20" µm" resolution,"which" is"
especially" important" for"

injection" techniques" relying" on"
density" ramps." In" future," it" is"
planned" to" perform" species0
discriminating" analysis" for" the"
measurement" of" local" HIT0LIT"
distributions.""*

c)*Single-shot*discharge*guiding*measurements.*A"secondary"result"emerging"from"work"in"WG3"led"
to" the" development" of" a" new" diagnostic" scheme," allowing" fast" characterisation" of" a" transversally"
shaped"plasma" channel"with" respect" to" its" laser0guiding" properties." The" new" technique" allows" the"
measurement"of"the"temporal"evolution"of"laser"transmission"in"a"capillary"discharge"waveguide"for"a"
single" discharge" event27." This" has" enabled" quick" parameter" scans," in" turn" leading" to" an" improved"
understanding"of"the"dependence"on"both"discharge"power"and"gas"density"inside"the"capillary.""
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Figure! 3:! Vibrational! Raman! scattering! of! nitrogen! for! the! v=1! branch!

measured!at! the! centre!of!a!15!mm! long! capillary!discharge!waveguide.! The!

signal! intensity! varies! linearly!with! pressure! applied! to! the! gas! inlets!of! the!

capillary!and!can!be!detected!down!to!densities!as! low!as! few!10
17
!cm

N3
.!The!

signal!intensity!is!comparable!to!Raman!scattering!in!hydrogen.!
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Working!group!4!(WG4):!Photon!Generation!and!Applications!

The"mission"of"WG4"is"to"investigate"existing"and"novel"techniques"for"photon"generation,"e.g."free0
electron"lasing"or"inverse"Compton"scattering,"utilising"electron"beams"generated"or"accelerated"in"a"
plasma."For"example,"Figure"4"shows"two"simulated"electron"distributions"(WG1)"with"corresponding"
sliced"parameters" for"beams"generated"and"accelerated"at" FLASHForward." Such"beams"need" to"be"
effectively"transported"and"matched"into"an"undulator"beamline"in"order"to"demonstrate"FEL"gain."*

Chirp* compensation:*Particle0beam0driven"plasma0wakefield" acceleration" is" a" promising" technology"
for"compact"particle"accelerators."However,"the"beams"generated"with"PWFA"have"not"yet"been"used"
for" applications," due" to" the" generated" beam" properties." The" main" reason" is" that" the" different"
proposed" injection" schemes" are" all" expected" to" generate" a" significant,"monotonically" changing," to"
first" approximation" linear," energy" chirp," with"
the" energy" increasing" from" the" head" of" the"
beam" to" the" tail." The" expected" bandwidths"
impede" efficient" beam" transport" and" thus"
prevent" any" kind" of" X0ray" light0source"
application." This" WG" proposed" a" method" to"
compensate" for" the" energy" chirp" using" the"
longitudinal" wakefields" in" plasma." The"
longitudinal"field"component"as"seen"by"a"short"
drive" beam" is" decelerating" and," hence," can" be"
used" to" compensate" an" initially" imposed"
energy0chirp"as"previously"described."This"offers"
the"possibility"of"cancelling"the"energy"chirp"of"a"
witness"beam"by"making"it"drive"its"own"plasma"
wave" (see" Figure" 5)." The" resulting" wakefields"
will" cause" the" tail" of" the" drive" beam" to" lose"
energy," while" the" head" is" unaffected19." It" is"

Figure! 5:! EnergyNchirp! compensation! in! a! plasma.! The!

upper!and!lower!longitudinal!phase!space!are!shown!up!

and! downNstream! of! a! plasmaNbased! deNchirper,!

respectively.!

Figure! 4:! Longitudinal! phase! space! and! sliced! beam! parameter! plots! for! two! potential! beamNgeneration! schemes!

utilising!a!plasma
16,17

.!These!beams!have!characteristics!that!need!to!be!taken!into!account!in!applications!for!photon!

generation.!
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planned"to"test"this"scheme"experimentally"in"collaboration"with"SLAC"at"FACET"in"experiment"E0226."*

Beam* matching.* Once" an" electron" beam" has" been" generated" or" accelerated" in" plasma" and" the"
energy0chirp"compensation"scheme"as"described"in"the"previous"section"has"been"applied,"the"beams"
need" to" be" matched" to" the" subsequent" transport" optics." The" most" robust" and" flexible" optics"
configuration"in"accelerator"beam"transport"is"alternating"arrangements"of"focusing"elements,"drifts"
and" defocusing" elements" (the" so0called" FODO" lattice)." A" FODO0based" capturing" section" has" been"
developed"in"collaboration"with"WG2"for"the"extreme"input"parameters"of"PWFA"beams.""

Undulator*beamline."After"successful"beam"transport"and"maintenance"of"the"high"quality"of"plasma0
generated"beams,"a"high0potential"application"for"many"fields"of"science"is"the"free0electron"laser.""To"
build"up"the"radiation"power"in"such"a"laser"exponentially,"an"electron"beam"of"high"quality"needs"to"
steadily" interact"with"photons,"either" injected"externally"or"generated"by" the"beam" itself,"along"an"
undulator."To"achieve"good"interaction"the"electron"beam"requires"tight"focusing"along"an"undulator"
beamline" typically" tens" of* meters" long," commonly" realized" by" FODO" optics." Figure" 6" shows" a"
simulation" of" an" FEL" gain" curve," i.e." power" build0up" along" undulators." For" this" simulation," an"
undulator" beamline" has" been" designed," particularly" suited" for" beams" generated" at" FLASHForward."
Superior" performance" can" be" expected"
within" the" typical" footprint" of"
conventional"FEL"undulator"beamlines.""

! !

Figure! 6:! Gain! curve! (power! vs.! undulator! length)! of! an! FEL!

utilising!electron!beam!parameters!as!generated!in!a!plasmaN

based! method.! Beam! transport! along! the! undulators! with!

properties!as!given!in!the!figure!is!provided!by!a!FODO!lattice.!!
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c)!Progress!of!work!to!date!(max."3"DIN"A4"pages)"

In" general" the"progress" of" the"work"of" the"VI" has" been" very" good," although" this" is" not" necessarily"
reflected"in"the"actual"milestones"set"at"the"start"of"the"project."There"are"three"milestones"from"the"
original"proposal"that"should"by"now"have"been"met,"remembering"that"the"project"was"delayed"by"
six"months"from"the"time"scale"assumed"in"the"proposal,"so"that"all"milestones"should"be"shifted"by"
six"months."These"are:"

1)" Report" on" beam" extraction" from" FLASH" –" due" 9/2014." This" has" been" met" and" the" report" is"
available"on"https://vi0pwfa.desy.de/e192843/e197592/"

2)" Report" on" plasma" cell" development" –" due" 9/2014." This" work" is" ongoing" and" current" status" is"
reported"on" in"the"text."Although"the"work" is"substantially"complete"and" indeed"a"patent"has"been"
applied" for" as" a" result" of" it," the"writing" of" the" report" has" been" delayed" by" a" general" delay" to" the"
schedule"caused"by"the"fact"that"DESY"technical"effort"has"been"absorbed"by"work"for"the"PETRA"III"
and"particularly" the"European"X0FEL"project,"which" is" very" substantially"delayed" from" the" situation"
when"the"VI"application"was"made."This"delay"has"had"substantial"knock0on"effects"to"the"schedule"of"
the"VI"in"any"area"that"requires"effort"from"the"DESY"accelerator"specialist"groupings."The"plasma"cell"
has"significant"interaction"with"groups"such"as"the"machine"vacuum.""

3)"Report"on"time"diagnostics"–"due"6/2015."Although"this"milestone"has"not"yet"been"reached,"it"is"in"
fact" no" longer" operative." It" refers" to" the" instrumentation" requested" in" the" VI" for" the" transverse"
deflecting"cavity"intended"to"analyse"the"accelerated"beam"whose"cost"was"more"than"1M€."This"was"
not"granted"in"the"final"VI"approval"so"that"this"milestone"is"no"longer"operative."

Overall," there" has" been" a" slippage" in" the" Gantt0chart" schedule" shown" on" page" 12" of" the" original"
proposal"of"around"12"months."

In"the"following,"more"detailed"milestones"defined"by"the"four"working"groups"are"presented."

Milestones!of!working!group!1:!simulations!and!theory!

Q3 
2013 

Establish VI WG 1  
Aim: Establish VI WG 1 network, setting up of communication channels and allocation of work shares. 
Status: Task completed as planned. 

Q2 
2014 

Development of a PIC code for efficient modelling of PWFA scenarios 
Aim: Basic development of a PIC code for reduction of the computational costs of PWFA simulations. 
Status: Task achieved. HiPACE code functional. 

Q3 
2014 

Completion of conceptual studies for generation of high-quality beams in PWFA  
Aim: Assessing and optimising various injection techniques and beam extraction methods for the 
FLASHForward experiment. Gaining first estimate for expected beam parameters.  
Status: Task achieved in compliance with the plan.  

Q1 
2016 

Completion of preparatory start-to-end numerical studies for FLASHForward 
Aim: Providing a computational framework allowing for start-to-end simulations with particle tracking, PIC 
and FEL codes. Demonstration of FEL gain in first start-to-end simulations. Performing detailed 
preparatory start-to-end simulations with various settings of different elements in the experimental setup. 
Status: Activities started. Completion planned in Q1 2016. 
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Q2  
2016 
until 
Q4 
2018 

Performing simulations aiding the optimization of FLASHForward experimental settings and 
interpretation of experimental results. 
Aim: Performing start-to-end simulations with information of the precise experimental setup and the results 
from FLASHForward experiment. Optimizing the experimental settings. Exploration of novel concepts. 
Status: Activities are scheduled to start beginning of Q2 2016. 

!

Milestones!of!working!group!2:!beam!diagnostics!and!transport!

Q3 
2013 

Establish VI WG 2  
Aim: Establish VI WG 2 network, setting up of communication channels. Status: Task completed. 

Q4 
2014 

Conceptual design of the post-plasma beamline for phase I  
Aim: Definition of the overall layout of the beamline. Status: Completed according to plan. 

Q3 
2015 
 

Conceptual design for transition radiation diagnostics 
Aim: Determination of suitable location and geometry of the diagnostic, wavelength range and type of the 
spectrometer. Simulations of the radiation generation and transport. Status: In progress. 

Q3 
2015 
 

Concept for betatron-radiation diagnostics 
Aim: Prediction of radiation properties by developing a post-processing tool (HiPCACE-rpp). Geometry 
and location of diagnostic. Choice of scintillators. Status: In progress. 

"

Milestones!of!working!group!3:!plasma!targets!and!diagnostics!

Q3 
2013 

Establish VI WG 3  
Aim: Establish VI WG 3 network, setting up of communication channels. Status: Task completed. 

Q2 
2014 

Design of plasma target prototype 
Aim: Define target interfaces and dimensions, allow for simulation of gas outflow. 
Status: Task completed. Prototype in manufacturing. 

Q3 
2015 

Implement gas and electron density diagnostics 
Aim: Characterise electron density distribution and compare to gas density. If possible time resolved. 
Status: In progress. Gas densities of few 1017 cm-3 detectable. First results of electron densities using 
Stark broadening and shift. Temporal resolution of sub 10 ns achieved. 

Q4 
2015 

Study of ionisation- and dissociation dynamics 
Aim: Understand timescales and properties of ionisation and dissociation. Status: Activities started. 

Q4 
2016 

Demonstration of a hollow core plasma channel 
Aim: Generation of a hollow core plasma channel for electron acceleration. 
Status: To be started once studies of ionisation and dissociation dynamics have finished. 

Q2 
2018 

Conceptual design for plasma target generating beams suitable for lasing 
Aim: Gas target concepts allowing for beam properties suitable for lasing 
Status: To be started once results from various injection and beam property enhancing mechanisms are 
fully understood. 

"

"
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Working!group!4:!photon!generation!and!applications!

Q3 
2013 

Establish VI WG 4 
Aim: Establish VI WG 4 network, setting up of communication channels. Status: Task completed. 

Q1 
2015 

Conceptual design of undulator electron beamline 
Aim: First design of beam transport and undulator beamline. Status: Task completed. 

Q4 
2017 

Generation of betatron radiation 
Aim: Generation, optimisation and utilization of betatron radiation generated in plasma. 
Status: To be started after commissioning of the beamline. 

Q1 
2019 
 

Generation of undulator radiation 
Aim: Generation, optimization and characterisation of radiation generated in an undulator. 
Status: To be started in phase II upon completion of the above milestones. 

Q3 
2019 

Demonstration of free-electron laser gain  
Aim: Demonstration of free-electron laser gain using the undulators commissioned in the milestone before. 
Status: To be started in phase II upon completion of the above milestones. 

!

d)!Potential!for!exploitation!(only!for!application-oriented!topics):!(max."2"DIN"A4"pages)"""

The"key"objectives"of"this"Virtual"Institute"focus"on"fundamental"research"and"science."Thus,"a"direct"
economic"exploitation"of"the"core"results"is"not"foreseen"as"part"of"this"programme."Nevertheless,"as"
is"typical" for"cutting0edge"pure"research,"VI"activities"have"spawned"secondary"activities"that" led"to"
several" techniques," some" of" which" have" resulted" in" patent" applications." One" of" these" patents" is"
followed0up"for"the"development"of"a"marketable"product"in"collaboration"with"an"industry"partner."

To"date,"two"patents"have"been"registered"within"the"VI:"

0 “Vorrichtung"mit"beweglicher"Aufnahme"für"Vakuumkammern”"(translation:"“Device"with"
a"movable"platform" for" vacuum"chambers”,"patent"application"no."10"2014"116"476.8)"
describes" a" novel" positioning" system" operating" with" six" degrees" of" freedom" (three"
rotational," three" translational)" and" a" freely" positionable" pivot" point," which" fulfills" the"
demanding"ultrahigh"vacuum"requirements"required"in"accelerators."This"method"might"
become" interesting" for" other" applications" in" which" accurate" in0vacuum" positioning" is"
important,"such"as"for"example"in"the"semiconductor"industry."

0 “SPACED:"Spectral"Phase"Analysis"by"Coordinate"Encoded"Dispersion”"(patent"application"
no."EP"14190069.6)"is"a"novel" longitudinal" laser0pulse"shape"diagnostic"that"is"free"from"
temporal" ambiguities." It" retrieves" the" spectral" laser" phase" and" intensity" profiles" by"
altering" the" laser" chirp"as"a" function"of" transverse" coordinate" in"a"predetermined"way."
After"frequency"doubling,"a"two0dimensional"spectrally"resolved"autocorrelation"function"
may"be"measured"and"consequently"utilised"to"detect"the"original"pulse"shape."Additional"
funds" are" currently" being" applied" for" to" support" the" development" of" this" promising"
technique" into"a"marketable"product."This"occurs" in"collaboration"with" industry"partner"
Class"5"Photonics."
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As"the"project"progresses,"we"will"pay"particular"attention"to"further"patentable"developments"and"to"
the"potential"for"further"exploitation"of"techniques"in"combination"of"industry.""

3.!Qualification!of!young!scientists:"(max."2"DIN"A4"pages)."

Our"general"approach"to"furthering"the"careers"of"young"scientists"is"embedded"in"the"context"of"the"
environment" fostered" by" DESY," suitably" moderated" in" the" other" partner" institutes." This" places"
emphasis" on" offering" researchers" an" international" and" interdisciplinary" setting" for" ambitious"
scientific" projects," and" providing" the" appropriate" training" and"working" environment." For" example,"
DOIT""(Doktoranden0Initiative)"is"designed"to"ensure"the"appropriate"representation"of"PhD"students"
working"on"the"DESY"campus"site"and"in"the"strategic"partnership"of"DESY"and"Universität"Hamburg,"
PIER" (Partnership" for" Innovation," Education" and" Research)," in" particular" in" the" PIER" Helmholtz"
Graduate"School."

Other" initiatives" include"Job"Seminars"to" introduce"different"fields"of"employment"to"PhD"students,"
the" DESY" Summer" Student" Programme," aimed" particularly" at" researches" thinking" of" applying" for"
studentship"positions"in"areas"carried"out"in"the"DESY"research"programme,"and"the"DESY"Fellowship"
programme." This" is" oriented" towards" newly" graduated" PhDs" who" are" selected" via" a" rigorous"
competitive"process"and"who,"once"selected,"have"a"free"choice"of"which"areas"of"DESY"research"they"
wish"to"join."

This" Virtual" Institute" itself" also" facilitates" high0quality" research" for" a" growing" number" of" young"
scientists."During"the"short"time"of"its"existence,"4"PhD,"7"master,"and"5"bachelor"theses"have"been"
completed."There"are"currently"16"additional"PhD"and"3"more"master"students"working"on"projects"
that" will" lead" to" their" graduation" within" the" period" of" the" VI." In" addition," the" VI" is" providing"
opportunities" in" science" for" currently" 10" postdocs," funded" from" a" variety" of" sources" including" the"
Alexander"von"Humboldt"Foundation,"DESY," the"University"of"Hamburg"and"Oxford"as"well"as" from"
specific"VI"funding.""All"of"these"postdocs"are"of"age"35"or"younger."

A"particular"strength"of"the"VI"scheme"is"networking"and"support"for"exchange"of"personnel."Five"of"
the"aforementioned"young"scientists"have"seized"the"opportunity"to"spend"some"extended"periods"of"
time" (3" to"12"months)"at"one"of" the"VI"partner" institutes"LBNL,"SLAC,"and" JAI."Additional"exchange"
activities" are" currently" being" prepared" with" IST." Other" students" from" VI" partners" have" spent"
extended"periods"at"DESY"and"the"University"of"Strathclyde."

The"VI"offers"an"attractive"environment"for"young"scientists"about"to"embark"on"a"research"career."
We" hosted" a" final0year" undergraduate" from" the" University" of" Sydney," Harrison" Steel," for" several"
months" in" 2014015." Although" still" an" undergraduate," Harrison" has" spent" time" in" several" other"
research"environments"and"is"an"author"of"published"papers."He"learnt"the"basic"physical"principles"of"
PWFA" and" in" particular" played" an" important" role" in" the" composition" of" a" paper" on" FLASHForward"
about"to"be"submitted"to"a"journal."The"ability"to"attract"such"excellent"young"people"is"a"particular"
strength"of"the"VI.""""

Several" of" the" young" researchers" supported" by" this" VI" have" had" success" in" obtaining" additional"
research"grants"and"were"offered"high0profile"positions."Two"of"them,"Dr."Charlotte"Palmer"and"Dr."
Christopher" Behrens" have" received" Helmholtz" Postdoc" scholarships," Dr." Zhanghu" Hu" received" an"
ONACPR" grant" from" the" Chinese" government," Dr." Jens" Osterhoff" accepted" a" permanent" research"
scientist" appointment" at"DESY," Prof."Dr." Bernhard"Hidding," originally" a"W1"professor" appointed"by"
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the"University"of"Hamburg"to"work"on"this"project,"is"now"a"full"Professor"for"Experimental"Physics"at"
Strathclyde"University,"United"Kingdom."He" is"continuing"to" fulfil"commitments"to"the"VI"via"a" joint"
appointment" with" University" of" Hamburg." Another" indication" of" the" attractiveness" of" the" Virtual"
Institute" and" its" associated" research" are" that" four" DESY" fellows," who" have" a" free" choice" of" the"
research"they"carry"out"within"the"DESY"scientific"programme,"have"joined"the"VI"programme."

4.!Public!relations!activities!(max."1"DIN"A4"page)."

Most"of"our"public"relations"activities"are"carried"out"via"web"sites"and"articles"in"specialist"
magazines."A"selection"of"these"is"given"below."In"addition,"popular"scientific"articles"have"appeared"
in"the"German"daily"newspaper"Die"Welt"and"the"monthly"science"magazine"Spektrum"der"
Wissenschaft,"the"German"version"of"Scientific"American."In"adition"to"appearances"in"print"media,"
members"of"the"VI"are"very"active"in"giving"public"lectures"at"a"variety"of"events"for"both"other"
physicists"and"the"general"public."The"VI"Spokesperson,"Prof."Dr"Foster,"is"particularly"active"in"this"
regard,"giving"popular"lectures"to"large"audiences"on"the"general"topic"of"accelerators."Since"the"
foundation"of"the"VI,"he"has"given"24"lectures"to"more"than"5000"people"at"events"in"the"USA,"New"
Zealand,"Australia"and"the"UK."Two"were"given"in"German"in"Hamburg"and"Berlin"weeks"before"the"
formal"start"of"the"VI."He"also"initiated"the"“Rennmaschine”"lecture"series,"given"across"Germany"in"
German"by"young"postdocs"and"students"working"on"aspects"of"acceleration."These"lectures"are"
aimed"at"schoolchildren"around"the"ages"of"10"–"15."Since"the"founding"of"the"VI,"6"lectures"have"
been"given"to"a"total"audience"of"around"600"children."Prof"Foster"has"also"recently"given"the"
Eisenberg"Memorial"Colloquium"in"the"Emilio"Segre"Distinguished"Lectures"in"Physics"of"the"Raymond"
and"Beverly"Sackler"Foundation"at"Tel"Aviv"University."This"lecture"entitled"“Future"accelerator"
facilities"in"particle"physics"and"beyond”"showcased"the"work"of"the"Virtual"Institute.""

Web!page!and!articles!

VI"web"page:"https://vi0pwfa.desy.de"

VI"on"the"Web"page"of"the"John"Adams"Institute:"http://www.adams0institute.ac.uk/node/96"

Article"in"“Die"Welt”"on"March"28,"2015:"
http://www.welt.de/print/die_welt/wissen/article138869153/Bremse0fuer0Superbeschleuniger.html"

Article"In"femto"2/15,"S."36039:"http://www.desy.de/sites2009/site_www0
desy/content/e187923/e187955/e187994/femto_2014_02_ger.pdf"

On"DESY"Web"page,"referring"to"publication"Phys."Rev."Lett."111,"245003"(2013):"
http://www.desy.de/news/@@news0view?id=6783&lang=eng"

Article"in"“Spektrum"der"Wissenschaft”"11/2013:"http://www.spektrum.de/alias/serie0physik0ii0
beschleunigertechnik/teilchenschleudern0der0zukunft/1207574"

Article"in"DESY"inform"708/2012:"http://www.desy.de/sites2009/site_www0
desy/content/e409/e8731/e8852/e8858/infoboxContent74582/DESYinform070080120
de_WEB_ger.pdf"

"

"
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5.!Publications!

PhD"theses"(4"in"total):"

0 T."Mehrling,"“Theoretical"and"Numerical"Studies"on"the"Transport"of"Transverse"Beam"
Quality"in"Plasma0Based"Accelerators”,"DESY0THESIS020140040,"University"of"Hamburg,"
September"2014"

0 W."Rittershofer,"“Laser"wakefield"acceleration"in"tapering"plasma"channels:"Theory,"
simulations"and"experiments"employing"axial"plasma"density"gradients,”"University"of"
Oxford"2014"

0 P.A."Walker,""Laser"Wakefield"Acceleration"of"Electrons"to"GeV"Energies"and"
Temporal"Laser"Pulse"Compression"Characterization"in"a"Capillary"Discharge"Waveguide,”"
University"of"Oxford"2013"

0 M."Bloom,"“Studies"on"the"Relativistic"Electrons"and"X0Rays"Generated"by"Laser"
WakeField"Accelerators”,"Imperial"College"London"2014"

MSc"theses"(7"in"total):"

0 H.T."Olgun,"“Aufbau"und"Charakterisierung"eines"Gastargets"zur"Demonstration"der"
kontrollierten"Injektion"durch"negativen"Dichtegradient”,"University"of"Hamburg,"January"
2015"

0 C.M."Entrena"Utrilla,"“Erzeugung"und"Transport"von"Doppelpaket0Elektronenstrahlen"im"
FLASH"Linearbeschleuniger”,"DESY0THESIS020140034,"University"of"Hamburg,"October"
2014"

0 A."Aschikhin,"”sparc"0"ein"Programm"zur"Analyse"von"Strahlungsphänomenen"in"von"
Particle0in0Cell0Codes"simulierten"Plasma0Wakefield0Beschleunigungsszenarien”,"
University"of"Hamburg,"November"2014"

0 L."Goldberg,"“Laser0Based"Discharge"Ignition"for"Capillary"Waveguides”,"University"of"
Hamburg,"April"2013"

0 T."Heinemann,"“On"the"Applications"of"Plasma"Lenses"towards"Hybrid"
Plasma"Wakefield"Accelerators”,"University"of"Hamburg,"2015"

0 J."Wein,"“Selective"diagnostic"and"pre0excitation"of"
lowest0ionization0threshold"media"for"plasma0wakefield"acceleration”,"
University"of"Hamburg,"2014"
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Perspectives*Paper*(max.*4*DIN*A4*pages)*

1.*Objectives*and*description*of*the*future*programme/concept/agenda*of*the*project*

The"future"programme"of"the"VI"can"be"divided"into"four"phases"with"clear"goals:"

1)#FLASHForward#preparatory#phase#(until#2016)#<"It"is"expected"that"all"technical"design"and"all"
beamline"installation"for"FLASHForward"as"the"infrastructure"at"the"heart"of"the"VI"will"be"

completed"by"the"second"half"of"2016."The"commissioning"of"FLASHForward"constitutes"the"end"

of"this"preparatory"phase"and"the"start"of"phase"I"(see"below)."

In"addition,"preparatory"experimental"studies"will"be"performed"at"FACET"at"SLAC"with"the"E210"

(underdense" photocathode)," E215" (downramp" injection)," and" E226" (beam" dechirping)"

experiments." Moreover," the" FLASHForward" preparation" laboratory" will" allow" many"

investigations," including" precise" characterisation" studies" of" plasma" targets," target" positioning"

tests," verification" of" plasma" shaping" with" the" 25" TW" laser," diagnostic" tests" of" the" betatron"

spectroscopy," transitionOradiation" spectroscopy," calibration" of" cavityObased" charge" monitors,"

and"preparation"of"fewOcycle"probe"pulses"derived"from"the"main"laser"system."

These"experiments"will"be"supported"by"simulations,"which"will"additionally"allow"the"design"of"

the"planned"experiments"for"phase"I"to"be"carried"out"in"great"detail."They"include"full"startOtoO

end" simulations" of" all" external" beamOinjection" studies" and" internal" beamOinjection" techniques"

based" on" ionisation" and" plasmaOdensity" transitions," plus" beam" extraction" from" plasma" and"

transport"to"diagnostics"and"the"undulators"for"phase"II"(see"below)."

2)# FLASHForward# study# phase# I# (second# half# of# 2016# –# end# 2018)# <" This" is" dedicated" to" the"
demonstration" of" highOquality" beams" accelerated" in" a" beamOdriven" plasma" wakefield"

accelerator."It"will"continue"for"about"6"months"beyond"the"nominal"termination"of"this"VI."

It" is" expected" that" the" planned" experiments"will" lead" to"major" advances" in" PWFA" e.g.:" a)" the"

characterisation" of" the" external" injection" of" electron" beams" and" their" release" from" a" beamO

driven"wakefield"accelerator"with"energies">"2.0"GeV"as"a"preOstudy" for" future"staged"schemes"

leading" in" the" long" term"to"applications" in"highOenergy"physics;"b)" the"exploration"of"novel" inO

plasma" beamOgeneration" and" acceleration" techniques" to" provide" >" 1.6" GeV" energy," <" 100" nm"

transverse" normalized" emittance," ~1" fs" duration," and" >" 1" kA" current" electron" bunches" over"

acceleration" distances" of" ~10" cm" for" applications" in" photon" science;" c)" the" demonstration" of"

optimised" transformer" ratios" (i.e." a"multiplication" of" the" beam" input" energy" by" this" quantity)"

beyond"2,"i.e."creating"beams"of"up"to"5"GeV"from"a"1"GeV"driver"at"FLASHForward."In"parallel,"

simulations"will"support"the"investigations"and,"in"addition,"prepare"for"phase"II."

3)# FLASHForward# study# phase# II# (2018# <# 2020)# <" This" is" devoted" to" the" investigation" of" highO
quality"plasmaOaccelerated"beams"with"the"aim"to"drive"a"freeOelectron"laser"at"wavelengths"on"

the"fewOnanometer"scale."In"order"to"achieve"this"goal"it"is"mandatory"to"characterise"and"control"

the"beams"generated"in"phase"I"as"carefully"as"possible."Hence,"the"successful"completion"of"this"

phase"will"depend"on"the"results"obtained" in"the" first"phase."Funding"has"been"secured"for"the"

required"infrastructure"up"to"phase"II."

4)##FLASHForward#application#phase#(2020+)#O"This"application"phase"is"a"logical"continuation"of"
a"successful"phase"II."If"freeOelectron"laser"gain"can"be"demonstrated"in"the"previous"phase,"the"

development"of"FLASHForward"into"a"user"focussed"facility"for"photon"science"is"envisioned."At"

the" end" of" this" step," a" completely" equipped" endOstation" for" user" experiments" in" the" FLASH" 2"
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experimental"hall"would"allow" for"pumpOprobe" studies"with"FEL"generated"XOrays."This"phase"

can"also"be"regarded"as"a" litmus"test"and," thus," first"step" for" future"more"complex"highOenergy"

physics"applications."

Overall," the" VI" collaboration" structure" and" working" groups" are" foreseen" to" be" kept" in" place"

beyond"2018."Funding"for"the"VI’s"networking"activities"beyond"2018"will"have"to"be"secured."

2.*Description*of*the*important*activities*and*new*initiatives*that*must/should*be*tackled*
in*addition*to*those*already*planned**

The" most" important" new" initiatives" for" the" future" of" PWFA" research" at" FLASHForward" are"

related"to"fund"raising."New"funding"sources"are"important"to"maintain"the"high"momentum"of"

the"activities"that"were"started"with"this"Virtual"Institute"beyond"the"official"VI"run"time."This"in"

particular"pertains"to"support"for"personnel"and"networking"activities"after"the"summer"of"2018."

In" addition," extra" funds"will" be" important" to" allow" for" a" potential" FLASHForward" application"

phase"after"2020"and"for"the"construction"of"a"user"beamline."In"this"context,"it"will"be"important"

to"mobilise"support"from"the"existing"DESY"free"electron"laser"user"base"and"the"photon"science"

user"community"of"our"collaboration"partner"SLAC"with"their"LCLS"flagship"FEL"facility.""

3.*Expected*results*and*milestones*

The" currently" planned" project" milestones" are" listed" below." Additional" milestones" on" a" more"

detailed"level"and"divided"into"the"responsible"working"groups"may"be"found"in"section"2c"of"the"

status"report."

 Milestone Date 

Preparatory phase 
Completion of FLASHForward technical design Oct. 2015 

Completion of FLASHForward installation Nov. 2016 

Phase I 

Demonstration of density-profile injection May 2017 
Demonstration of ionisation-based injection Jul. 2017 
Demonstration of transformer ratios > 2 Sep. 2017 
External injection and acceleration of an external bunch Dec. 2017 
Demonstration of laser-triggered ionization-based injection May 2018 

Phase II First FEL-gain at ~nm wavelength Jul. 2019 
Application phase First FEL user experiments Jul. 2022 

"

4.*Description*of*the*necessary*framework*conditions:*personnel,*infrastructure,*partners*
of*the*future*consortium/network*

As" previously"mentioned," the" VI" is" essential" to" fund" key" scientific" personnel" of" the"HamburgO

based"cooperation"partners"until"midO2018."To"allow"for" the"continuation"of" this"collaboration"

beyond"that"date"and"intense"work"on"the"common"project,"additional"funds"have"to"be"secured."

The"active"VI"consortium"of"DESY,"UHH,"JAI,"SLAC,"LBNL,"MPP,"and"CERN"has"been"amended"and"

extended," informally,"with"partners" from"IST"Lisbon," INFN"Frascati"and" JCU"Townsville"during"

the"first"half"of"the"reporting"period."Only"the"first"three"of"the"partners"receive"funding"from"the"

VI"beyond"travel."Given"the"difficulty"that"US"labs"funded"by"DoE"have"in"signing"formal"MoU,"it"

was"decided"that"an"informal"and"flexible"pattern"for"VI"membership"was"the"only"way"forward"
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in"the"current"circumstances."More"partners"can"be"added"as"necessary." It" is" foreseen"that"this"

collaboration"stays"active"throughout"the"runtime"of"the"VI"and"beyond.""

The"VI"was" the" key" ingredient" in" the" authorisation" of" the"DESY"project" FLASHForward" as" the"

main" infrastructure"of" the"VI," is" the"driving" factor" in" the"FLASHForward"research"programme,"

and"will"be"the"crucible"for"the"possibly"groundObreaking"scientific"achievements"in"the"end."

5.*Agreement*on*strategic*plans*

This"section"outlines"the"positioning"of"the"Virtual"Institute"in"the"overall"future"development"of"

the"rapidly"developing"field"of"plasmaOwave"acceleration." It" is"essential" that" the"VI"programme"

contributes"distinctively"to"world"activity."The"heart"of"that"programme"is"the"unique"nature"of"

the"facilities"being"developed"at"FLASHForward."

Strategic)planning)of)the)coordinating)centre)1"Strategic"planning"in"the"area"of"plasma"wave"
acceleration"at"DESY"is"carried"out"in"the"context"of"the"LAOLA"collaboration."This"is"a"structure"

within" which" all" the" efforts" related" to" PWFA" and" laserOdriven" wakefield" acceleration" can" be"

coordinated" and" synergies" exploited."The"LAOLA" collaboration"Executive"Board"meets" twice" a"

month"and"consists"of"the"leaders"of"every"activity,"including"the"DESY"Accelerator"Department,"

Future"facilities,"FLASHForward,"REGAE/LUX,"PITZ"and"Hybrid"LWFA/PWFA"concepts.#The"VI"is"
represented"on"the"Executive"Board"by"the"Spokesperson,"Professor#Brian#Foster.""

The" existence" of" such" an" active" and" dynamic" collaboration" at" DESY," the" coordinating" centre,"

allows" optimum" planning" for" its" activities." The" VI" is" of" particular" utility" in" aligning" and"

maximising" the" potential" of" other" facilities" among" the" member" institutions." The" regular"

discussions" in" the" working" groups" and" in" particular" the" annual" meetings" allow" fruitful"

interchanges"on"strategy."An"example" is" the"SLAC"FACET"facility,"based"on"the"venerable"SLAC"

linac."This"is"currently"the"world’s"premier"facility"in"the"area"of"the"exploration"of"PWFA"with"

highOenergy" (multiOGeV)" beams." However," the" approval" of" the" LCLSOII" XOray" FEL" means" that"

FACET"must"be"closed" in"2016."The"FACETOII"proposal"would"use"another"section"of" the" linac."

This" has" been" presented" to" the" DoE" and" has" been" favourably" received" but" has" yet" to" be"

approved."FACETOII"would"be"complimentary"to"FLASHForward,"which"will"bridge"the"inevitable"

gap" between" the" closure" of" FACETOI" and" a" possible" FACETOII." The" discussions" between" the"

participants"of"the"VI"in"the"optimisation"of"the"programs"and"parameters"of"FLASHForward"and"

FACETOII" have"been" important." Indeed," the"Annex" contains" a" copy"of" a" letter" from" the"Deputy"

Director"of"SLAC,"Professor"Norbert"Holtkamp,"emphasising"the"VI’s"importance.""

Portfolio)of)the)research)field,)related)programmes,)cross1cutting)issues)1"In"many"ways"the"
current"set"of"facilities"and"experiments"in"wakefield"acceleration"represent"the"comingOofOage"of"

the"field,"whose"importance"and"excitement"lies"in"the"substantial"breadth"of"studies"from"which"

it"draws"and" to"which" it" contributes."This" field"was" traditionally" inside" fundamental" laser"and"

plasma" physics." The" substantial" progress" in" these" areas" now"means" that" it" is" becoming"more"

apparent"how" to"build" real" accelerator"devices"utilising"plasmas."Perhaps" the"most" exciting"of"

these"is"the"possibility"of"constructing"“tableOtop”"FELs"which"can"provide"very"intense"and"highO

brilliance" photon" beams" in" a" footprint" small" enough" to" be" realisable" in" most" research"

universities." The" consequences" for" many" fields" of" science" of" such" a" development" would" be"

immense.""

The"possibility"of"the"use"of"PWFA"in"conventional"accelerators"is"gaining"credence,"in"particular"

at" the" energyOfrontier" in" particle" physics" via" a" PWFAObased" linear" collider." There" are" many"
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problems"to"be"solved,"several"of"which"are"addressed"by"the"VI."Nevertheless,"recent"progress"at"
FACET"by"members"of"the"VI"in"accelerating"beams"of"particles"with"high"efficiency"as"required"
for"the"International"Linear"Collider"has"caused"great"excitement"in"the"last"few"months."Several"
members"of" the"VI"also"play" important"roles" in" the" international"Linear"Collider"Collaboration,"
illustrating" the" close" connection" between" many" of" the" experts" in" conventional" and" PWFA"
acceleration"techniques.""

Research) policy) requirements) for) the) research) field) &) national) research) agendas) and)
initiatives)1*The"funding"of"underpinning"research"such"as"that"on"accelerator"techniques"can"no"
longer" as" in" the" past" rely" on" funding" through" particle" physics" laboratories" but" must" be"
earmarked" from"appropriate" funding"sources."The"complimentary" interests"of" for"example" the"
Helmholtz"ARD"programme"and" the"ProgrammeOOriented"Funding" (POF)" allow" the" support"of"
longerOterm" facilities" and" groups" on" which" projects" such" as" FLASHForward" can" be" built." In"
addition," the" subject" of" PWFA" is" of" sufficient" general" importance" that" it" also" is" attractive" for"
funding"through"various"EU"calls.""

It" is" important" in" any" research" field," particularly" one" growing" as" rapidly" as" PWFA," that"
coordinating"mechanisms"should"be"put"in"place"to"minimise"overlap"and"to"maximise"synergies"
between" cognate" activities." The" VI" is" one" important"mechanism" to" realise" this," since" it" brings"
together"many"of" the"major" laboratories" in" the"world"where" strategic" issues" can"be"discussed"
and"in"principle"coordinated."These"plans"can"be"fed"back"to"funding"authorities"to"inform"their"
discussions"and"funding"decisions."Part"of"the"strategy"of"the"VI"is"to"ensure"that"high"priority"is"
given" to" facilitating" such" discussions" and" to" providing" funding" authorities" on" request" with"
updates"and"advice"on"policy"areas.""

International)roadmaps)and)networks)1"There"are"many"roadmaps"and"networks"worldwide"
in"the"area"of"acceleratorObased"physics."The"VI’s"strategy"is"to"influence"such"roadmaps"and"to"
ensure"that"its"research"programme"is"properly"included."Several"of"the"senior"members"of"the"
VI"are"involved"for"example"in"the"formulation"of"the"regional"roadmaps"in"highOenergy"particle"
physics." Both" Europe" and" USA" roadmaps"mention" PWFA" as" a" promising" technology" for" highO
energy"frontier"facilities."While"it"is"in"the"area"of"highOenergy"physics"that"strategic"planning"is"
more"advanced," the"VI" can"help" to" ensure" that"other" strategic"plans" can"be" formulated"on" the"
basis"of"the"best"available"knowledge."The"VI"has"already"made"efforts"to"increase"its"activities"in"
networking" by" recruiting" additional" associate" VI" members." For" example," Frascati" National"
Laboratory,"Italy,"the"IST"Lisboa,"Portugal"and"James"Cook"University"have"joined"the"VI"since"the"
original"proposal."Our"networking"activity" is"enhanced"by" the" important" role" that"VI"members"
play" in" the" organization" of" major" technical" meetings." For" example," one" of" the" two" major"
international" workshops" on" PWFA," the" European" Advanced" Accelerator" Concepts" Workshop"
held" at" La" Biodola," Elba," has" an" organizing" committee" of" six" members," four" of" whom" are"
members"of"the"VI."The"European"Network"for"Novel"Accelerators,"funded"via"the"EU"Framework"
programme," brings" together" more" than" 50" institutes" and" is" led" by" a" VI" member." The"
International"Committee"for"Future"Accelerators"(ICFA)"has"set"up"a"working"group"on"Advanced"
and"Novel"Accelerators"(ANA),"which"covers"PWFA"activities."The"ANA"board"has"13"members,"5"
of"whom"are"members"of"the"VI;"indeed"the"VI"Spokesman"gave"the"ANA"report"at"the"February"
ICFA"meeting."Discussions"at"ICFA"and"related"bodies"are"another"way"in"which"the"VI"continues"
its"networking"activities."In"summary,"there"is"a"rich"and"complex"array"of"activity"in"the"area"of"
PWFA"around"the"world"in"which"the"VI"is"playing"an"important"role."We"intend"to"continue"and"
strengthen"this"role"of"networking"in"our"future"activities."
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Abstract

The proposed Helmholtz Virtual Institute (VI) on plasma wakefield acceleration of highly 
relativistic electrons will bring together leading accelerator centres in Germany and 
worldwide to address topics at the forefront of  accelerator research. The VI will enhance the 
prospects of  the field of  plasma-based acceleration by building on the initial steps that have 
been taken recently in establishing it as a comprehensive research topic in Hamburg. The VI 
is very timely to build on the award to Foster of  an Alexander von Humboldt Professorship at 
DESY and the University of  Hamburg in summer 2011. A significant fraction of  the resources 
of the Humboldt chair will be devoted to research areas contributing directly to the VI, which 
will bring together many of  the world’s leading laboratories in the area of laser-plasma 
acceleration. The programme of the VI will benefit from unique facilities at the partner labs, 
particularly DESY but also LBNL and SLAC, to make significant progress in the task of 
accelerating bunches of  particles with good beam quality to high energies. The 
understanding of  the basic mechanisms via a number of key targeted experiments involving 
high-quality beams using state-of-the-art diagnostic techniques and high-precision timing 
forms the core of  the VI’s programme. Exploiting our expertise on simulation of  the basic 
processes will also form a key part of  the VI’s activities. The additional expertise on lasers at 
the University of Hamburg rounds off the capabilities which are centred on the unique and 
sophisticated electron accelerators and free-electron lasers at DESY.

Das vorgeschlagene Helmholtz Virtual Institute (VI) zur Plasma Wakefield Beschleunigung 
hochrelativistischer Elektronen vereint führende Beschleunigerzentren Deutschlands und der 
Welt zur Arbeit an Kernfragen der Beschleunigerforschung. Das VI wird die 
Zukunftsaussichten des Arbeitsgebiets der plasmabasierten Beschleunigung stärken, indem 
die kürzlich unternommenen Schritte zu seiner Etablierung als umfassende 
Forschungsrichtung am Standort Hamburg aufgegriffen werden. Dabei kommt das VI zu 
einem günstigen Zeitpunkt, kurz nachdem Foster eine Alexander von Humboldt Professur 
am DESY und der Universität Hamburg im Sommer 2011 angetreten hat. Ein erheblicher Teil 
der Ressourcen des Inhabers des Humboldt Lehrstuhls wird Forschungsthemen gewidmet, 
die direkt den Aktivitäten des VI zugute kommen, und auf diese Weise viele der 
weltführenden Forschungsinstitute auf dem Gebiet der Laser-Plasma Beschleunigung 
vereinen. Das Programm des VI wird von den einzigartigen Installationen der Partnerlabore 
profitieren, insbesondere am DESY aber auch am LBNL und SLAC, und so einen 
signifikanten Fortschritt in der Aufgabenstellung erzielen, Teilchenbündel mittels 
plasmabasierten Techniken mit guter Strahlqualität auf hohe Energien zu beschleunigen. 
Das Verständnis der grundlegenden Mechanismen mithilfe mehrerer Schlüsselexperimente 
mit hochqualitativen Strahlen unter Nutzung von modernsten Diagnosetechniken und 
hochpräzisem Zeitabgleich bildet den Kern des Programms des VI. Weiterhin ergänzt die 
Nutzung der vorhandenen Expertise zur Simulation der grundlegenden Prozesse seine 
Aktivitäten. Die zusätzliche Laserexpertise der Universität Hamburg rundet die Fähigkeiten 
ab, die sich um die einzigartigen und anspruchsvollen Elektronenbeschleuniger und Freie 
Elektronen Laser bei DESY gebildet haben und diesem VI zum Erfolg verhelfen werden.



Introduction
The laws of quantum mechanics tell us that to explore the smallest constituents of the 
universe we need to concentrate the largest possible amounts of energy into the smallest 
possible volume. This requires the artificial acceleration of subatomic particles, a technique 
first developed almost 80 years ago by Cockcroft and Walton in Cambridge. In the 
intervening years, the energy of  accelerators has increased exponentially with time. The 
flattening out of this so-called “Livingstone” plot in the last 20 years gives a clear indication 
that new  ideas to accelerate particles are urgently required to make further progress in high-
energy particle physics. In addition, there is enormous interest in resolving the structure and 
interactions of molecules with the best possible spatial and temporal resolution right across 
the scientific landscape from biology and medicine to chemistry and materials. This too 
benefits enormously from and is driven by the development of new  techniques and ideas in 
accelerator physics. This proposal aims to make major contributions to all of  these 
fundamentally important scientific developments.
Rarely can a call for proposals for collaboration have come at a more propitious time due to 
the coincidence of a number of major initiatives in the field. Foster has taken up a prestigious 
Alexander von Humboldt Research Professorship at the University of  Hamburg and DESY in 
June 2011. His programme concentrates a large fraction of the significant resources that go 
with his award on the employment of  students and postdocs to work on increasing 
accelerating gradients using laser-plasma acceleration. In spring 2011 Grüner, one of the 
leading scientists in the field of accelerating particles using laser-excited plasma wakefields, 
also joined Hamburg University. Foster and Grüner have defined a joint programme to 
optimise the use of their resources, hence creating a bridge between “conventional” high-
gradient acceleration, such as the superconducting radio-frequency cavities under 
construction for the European X-ray Free-electron laser and being developed for the 
International Linear Collider, of  which Foster is the European Director, and plasma-based 
accelerators. This will give rise to highly promising synergies as is exemplified by the 
prominent role of the FLASH facility in this proposal. The new  Helmholtz Accelerator 
Research and Development (ARD) initiative1  is also getting under way on the same 
timescale; DESY is a leading partner in this enterprise and the involvement of other 
Helmholtz research centres and German universities will add further strength and diversity. 
Thus within a short time the field of accelerator R&D in Germany will have been 
strengthened beyond recognition; it is vitally important that this process should continue to 
gain momentum in future years. The approval of  a VI in this area will play a very important 
part in this process.
The Helmholtz Virtual Institute (VI) proposed here not only binds together a German 
university and a Helmholtz centre into a mutually beneficial symbiosis but uniquely offers the 
potential to integrate foreign centres with their own world-leading expertise. To this end we 
are collaborating with John Adams Institute (JAI), a joint venture of  the University of Oxford, 
Royal Holloway University of London and Imperial College of Science, Technology and 
Medicine, London, UK, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford, USA and Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, USA as VI international partners. CERN, the European centre 
for particles physics operating the Large Hadron Collider LHC, and the Max-Planck-Institute 
in Munich (Heisenberg Institute) will be associated institutes in the programme of  the VI. We 
believe that the founding of a VI in the area of plasma-based acceleration and in a context of 
such international excellence offers great promise to make major contributions to a broad 
area of science in Germany.

Programme description
The programme of the VI builds on the emerging structure for plasma wakefield acceleration 
already being proposed by the leaders of the VI in DESY. It offers the opportunity to make 
qualitative enhancements to that programme particularly in the construction of vital 
infrastructure that cannot otherwise be funded from existing programmes. The details of the 
programme are set out in the following sections. 
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Ongoing and currently planned plasma wakefield acceleration experiments at 
DESY
Over the past year the Hamburg-based collaborators in the VI have spearheaded plans to 
carry out initial experiments for plasma wakefield acceleration (PWA) experiments at DESY. 
They will utilise existing facilities that provide electron beams in the 10 MeV range and 
subsequently be complemented by the proposed experiments of this VI at FLASH (FLASH is 
a SASE free electron laser user facility at DESY based on 1.2 GeV electrons accelerated in a 
superconducting RF linac at 1.3 GHz). 
The plans for initial PWA experiments that will form a foundation upon which the VI will build 
consist of two main threads:
• Electron injection into a laser-generated plasma wakefield at REGAE

The Relativistic Electron Gun for Atomic Exploration (REGAE) at DESY, developed jointly 
by the CFEL Max-Planck group of Prof. D. Miller and DESY accelerator experts, has 
recently come into operation and accelerated electrons to 5 MeV. This velocity-bunched 
source was planned to carry out diffraction experiments with fs pulses. The mandatory 
short bunch length and accurate laser-electron beam synchronisation is, however, also 
ideally suited to probe the laser-excited wakefields in a plasma cell. Grüner is procuring a 
200 TW laser system using Hamburg University funds, which will initially be installed at the 
REGAE site by the end of 2012. This high-power laser is foreseen to move to FLASH at 
the beginning of 2016.

• Beam-driven PWA experiments at PITZ
The Photo Injector Test Facility at DESY, location Zeuthen (PITZ) provides beams of up to 
25 MeV with pulses between 2 and 25 ps duration. While the pulses are much longer than 
any useful plasma wavelength, they are very suitable to carry out self-modulated wakefield 
experiments2. A laser will be used to prepare a plasma medium, inside which the head of 
the PITZ beam can excite a transverse self-bunching instability and thereby modulate the 
beam over its full length, creating a plasma wave that will influence the trailing charges in 
the bunch. Simulations carried out by Osterhoff’s Young Investigator Group at UHH show 
that although these modulations are rather small, they should be observable. Such an 
observation would add considerable confidence to the planned experiments for proton-
driven PWA at CERN to be carried out by members of the VI.

Following these initial experiments a magnetic chicane is foreseen at PITZ to shorten 
drastically the bunch possibly carrying a pre-modulated time structure by about a factor 10 
so that it is commensurate with the plasma wavelength of order 100 fs. Under these 
conditions, the bunch charge can excite the plasma, which will lead to acceleration of the 
trailing part of the bunch. With appropriately shaped bunches, the plasma field can be built 
up resonantly so that the trailing part is exposed to an even higher accelerating field3. Initial 
beam-driven PWA experiments will hence be possible and will give input essential to 
benchmark our simulations.

For laser-driven wakefields the required matching of  wake-phase and beam velocities is a 
concern for low-energy machines. Electrons from FLASH in contrast are expected to provide 
a simpler and more powerful probe to characterise the plasma sufficiently that its use for the 
applications mentioned above can be understood and controlled.

PWA simulation
With the arrival of Osterhoff  at Hamburg and the foundation of the Young Investigator Group, 
considerable expertise has become available locally for simulation of the plasma-wakefield 
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3 J. G. Power et al., “Transformer Ratio Enhancement Using a Ramped Bunch Train in a Collinear Wakefield 
Accelerator”, Proc. Part. Acc. Conf. 2001, page 114



mechanism. The OSIRIS code4, for which members of this VI have full developer status in 
the OSIRIS consortium, is the main tool that has been used to examine the feasibility of the 
entire suite of PWA experiments planned. Examples are the beam injection into the laser-
driven plasma at REGAE, the self-modulation experiment at PITZ using a relatively long 
bunch and the assessment of  the feasibility of the PWA experiments for FLASH. In fact, one 
of the main goals of  the proposed experiments is to calibrate the simulation work. We hence 
plan to continue this effort energetically. 

Development*of*plasma*cells

All of  these experiments require plasma cells for which considerable expertise is available in 
the VI; work in several relevant areas has already started. For short bunches and hence 
relatively high-density plasmas (at REGAE and FLASH) a modified version of a capillary-
based gas cell, originally invented at JAI, will be constructed in a joint effort between UHH 
and JAI. The PITZ experiment requires a low-density plasma cell. SLAC and MPP have 
considerable expertise in building and operating lithium-vapour-based plasma cells5 over a 
wide range of  densities. The proton-driven plasma experiments proposed at CERN require 
extended plasma cells for which MPP is launching a multi-facetted development programme. 
The development of these types of plasma cells hence constitutes a major initial activity of 
this VI and a focus of collaboration between the partners.

Plasma*Accelera2on*at*FLASH

Although much can be learnt from low-energy facilities, key insights can be gained by 
studying the interaction of  precise short high-energy beam pulses with excellent temporal 
stability. Fortunately for this VI proposal, a facility which is capable of delivering precisely 
such beams is at hand on the DESY site and a central thrust of the programme of this VI 
therefore concerns the implementation of  an advanced PWA test facility around the ongoing 
extension, FLASH II, of  FLASH at DESY. An upgrade programme is under way at DESY to 
extract bunches from FLASH into a separate tunnel. This so-called FLASH II beamline will 
contain undulators and will receive bunches after acceleration to 1.2 GeV. One of  the 
purposes of the FLASH II beamline is to seed the FEL with a laser. Members of the VI have 
proposed to use the remaining space alongside the FLASH II beamline tunnel for PWA 
experiments and obtained agreement from DESY management that such space will be 
reserved until this VI proposal has been evaluated. After extraction into FLASH II, a fraction 
of the FLASH bunches will be further kicked into the proposed plasma beamline and focused 
into a plasma cell for beam-driven plasma-wakefield experiments. In addition, provision has 
been made to guide the light of  the above-mentioned 200 TW laser into the plasma cell so 
that laser-driven plasma experiments with externally injected FLASH beams become 
possible during a second stage. Very stringent requirements on relative timings are obviously 
required if  this is to succeed, which will form another milestone of  the programme of the VI. 
This proposed PWA test facility at FLASH II would be extremely versatile and promises 
highly significant advances. 
As an example of the sort of experiments that such a facility would allow, temporally 
triangular beams (as recently generated at FLASH) and sequences of tightly spaced 
bunches with increasing current will increase the energy-transfer efficiency (transformer 
ratio) into the witness beam while maintaining a low  energy spread suitable for most 
applications. Such experiments reach a new  level of quality when using a precisely timed 
train of bunches with bunch separation comparable to the plasma wavelength. The 
experiments proposed by the VI will build on the plasma-afterburner experiments that have 
demonstrated record energy transfer in a single step at SLAC6, but will go beyond by aiming 
for even higher energy-transformer ratios while maintaining high-quality beam properties. 
Such experiments require a flexible laser-driven electron source. Based on experience from 
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the above-mentioned experiments at PITZ, the VI plans to use and to extend one of the 
laser-driven electron guns at FLASH, which is capable of  generating sequences of electron 
pulses separated by gaps of order ps. Such pulses can be shortened to tens of fs in a 
suitable magnetic chicane. These installations complete the suite of versatile tools that 
enable unique studies of the fundamentals of plasma acceleration physics at DESY.

Beam diagnostics for PWA at FLASH II
The appropriate figures of  merit for electron beams from plasma accelerators are slice 
energy spread, i.e. the spread at a fixed position inside the bunch, slice emittance and 
longitudinal variation (chirp) of the beam energy. Knowledge and control over these 
properties are crucial for further applications in free-electron lasers and high-energy-physics 
experiments. This VI will advance existing diagnostics and develop novel characterisation 
schemes for deployment. This builds on the existing beam-diagnostics expertise within the 
VI.
The laser-driven, second stage of this proposal is crucially dependent on the availability of  a 
200 TW laser system that can be utilised for electron acceleration in plasma and 
simultaneously provide the required short diagnostic pulses to probe plasma-based 
accelerators. Such a laser requires extremely high-precision synchronisation with the DESY 
FLASH accelerator gun. Essentially, the phase of  the laser is monitored and the plasma 
utilised to map the charge distribution of the bunch. The development of  such laser-based 
ultrafast diagnostic tools will be a very valuable addition to the ARD initiative as well as to 
future few-femtosecond bunch schemes both at FLASH and possibly the European XFEL.
An essential prerequisite for this endeavour is the quality of the temporal synchronisation 
between laser pulses and electron beams. Such synchronisation is inherent in a laser-
plasma-only accelerator. However, combining conventional and novel sources, essential for 
many accelerator applications, requires the development of  instrumental means to produce 
the required tight synchronisation. The improvement of  temporal synchronisation is a key 
aspect of the VI, benefiting numerous other efforts, e.g. the proposed plasma-booster 
schemes described in the ARD initiative.
For beam-driven PWA, the initial temporal and spatial properties of the drive and the probing 
witness bunches and their evolution critically define the efficiency and quality of  the plasma-
based acceleration process. Thus, careful shaping and characterisation of  these beams in all 
three spatial and three momentum dimensions (6D) is an important enhancement that this VI 
will add to the plasma-acceleration ARD initiative at DESY.
A well-established technique for temporal and energy characterisation of the bunch employs 
a transverse deflecting cavity followed by a high-resolution spectrometer consisting of a 
dipole and a screen with camera system for charge detection. For a 1 GeV electron beam, a 
voltage of 20 MV will be required to resolve structures of order 10-20 fs. A similar system, 
albeit at lower voltage, is in operation at PITZ. We intend to copy an existing design foreseen 
for the European XFEL and implement an identical system into the plasma-acceleration 
beamline next to FLASH II. The system is expected to become the principal instrument for 
longitudinal beam characterisation.
In the initial phase of  the project, the longitudinal structure of the bunches will be measured 
predominantly using broad-band, single-shot spectroscopy of coherent transition radiation. 
This technique became available after the development of  a multi-stage grating spectrometer 
for near and far infrared radiation with parallel readout. Two such devices have been installed 
at FLASH and proven to measure reliably the longitudinal structure of the bunches down to 
the micrometer level. The VI plans to use identical devices and to increase the sensitivity for 
lower bunch charges and even shorter wavelengths. This work will greatly benefit from the 
beam-instrumentation and diagnostics expertise already available amongst the members of 
the VI institutes, such as DESY, JAI and UHH. The JAI has developed considerable expertise 
in using laser-wires to characterise the transverse dimensions of  the beam. Recently, Smith-
Purcell radiation has been used to characterise the longitudinal bunch structure of a single 
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fs-scale pulse at SLAC7 . Other methods which will be explored in the context of  the VI use 
optical transition radiation and the development of sophisticated and high-performance 
beam-pickup and beam-arrival monitors.
Once again, the broad range of  expertise available within the VI together with the breadth of 
the experimental programme provides an ideal environment to make progress in this highly 
important field with many practical and wide-ranging applications to other areas of 
accelerator development.

Combination of PWA acceleration stages

The characterisation of the above-mentioned beam parameters from laser- and particle-
driven plasma accelerators with enough precision to allow  confidence that the basic 
mechanisms under study are sufficiently well understood is the final key goal of this VI. 
Success will allow  the key concept for a laser-plasma-based linear collider at the energy 
frontier of particle physics, which is also important for many other applications, to be 
addressed: namely, the staging of  several laser-plasma accelerators (LPA). Based on 
numerical modelling, an optimised single-stage LPA module driven by the most-powerful 
laser systems commercially available should provide electron-energy gains of about 10 GeV. 
Hence, a collider useful for energy-frontier particle physics research requires staging of 
multiple modules. It is obvious that efficient staging is possible only when parameters such 
as beam energy chirp and length can be both characterised with sufficient resolution and 
controlled.
The feasibility of  staging – the key element of the HEP collider concept put forward by the 
LBNL team will be studied in two ways: combining two laser-plasma-only stages; and 
injecting an external GeV-scale electron beam from a conventional accelerator into a single 
plasma stage. In addition to issues of synchronisation, the VI aims to develop solutions to the 
question of how  best to couple in the driver of  the second stage. In fact, members of the VI 
have sketched the collider concept of a plasma wakefield-based linear collider and 
consequently defined the challenges: development of the collider concept, with all proper 
consideration of  stages, emittance preservation, achievement of luminosity and maintaining 
acceptable background engage the core expertise of VI, an activity which will be continued 
within the VI.
The properties of the bunches accelerated by the laser-plasma technique are also key for 
laser-plasma-based compact light sources, in particular for compact FELs8. The collaborative 
work of  the JAI and LBNL partners in the VI has resulted in successful laser-plasma 
acceleration of an electron beam to 1 GeV9. The group of Grüner has demonstrated a PWA-
based undulator source in the soft X-ray region10. Such devices are potentially of  great 
interest to industry, and JAI and Hamburg University are developing connections with 
industrial partners. Collaborative research, via this VI, on ultra-short externally injected 
bunches, their formation, and acceleration in the laser-plasma bubble is an essential 
component of the optimisation of such a compact X-ray source.

Resources requested

PWA activities at DESY have gained considerable momentum over the past year. This VI will 
take the research to a new  level by enabling the use of the FLASH beams in a new  facility in 
the FLASH II tunnel. A substantial fraction of  the funds of the VI will be used to equip the 
beam line with a transverse deflecting cavity which is vital to characterise the beam. In the 
second phase of the VI, appreciable funds will be used to relocate and operate a 200 TW 
laser from the REGAE beam line to FLASH II. Throughout the duration of  the programme 
funds will be used by the partners to develop the necessary instrumentation and tools and 
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exploit the synergies in expertise that exist; the joint work on plasma cells by JAI and UHH is 
an important example.

Component Cost

FLASH transverse deflecting cavity 1075 k€

FLASH spectrometer 155 k€

Beamline 230 k€

Gun 150 k€

Plasma cell development 200 k€

Plasma cell instrumentation 120 k€

Plasma cell laser 200 k€

Relocation and operation of 200 TW Laser for PWA 600 k€

Total 2730 k€

Table 1: The main expense for component and material in k€. Details of the required 
resources are given in the financial section below.

Programme Summary

Future developments in accelerators require ever-smaller beams both in space and time. 
This not only leads to increased luminosity in colliders for particle physics, but also produces 
e.g. photon beams which can be used to investigate the time evolution of biological and 
chemical systems. The prospect of compact FELs based on PWA electrons is a major reason 
for the excitement of further experimental investigations and the strong engagement of  the 
partners of this VI.
The facility proposed in this VI is indeed world leading; for the first time a GeV electron beam 
will be externally injected into novel plasma cells in which a plasma is generated by a high-
power laser; owing to the superconducting RF of FLASH, superb timing characteristics can 
be maintained. The emittance of  the electron beam is far superior to that of  existing facilities 
so that beam-driven PWA experiments of  unparalleled quality and control will become 
possible. The flexibility of the photo-cathode gun is a significant factor in probing and shaping 
the plasma under various conditions.
The development of plasma acceleration also requires exquisite resolution of  beam 
properties in time and space. Producing beams with such characteristics is impossible 
without sensors capable of resolving beam properties with very high resolution. The 
transverse deflecting cavity proposed for this VI combined with the high-resolution 
spectrometer will be a tremendous asset in unravelling the characteristics of  the plasma 
produced. Success in this part of  the programme would give a firm foundation for the final 
stage of the VI programme, to develop two-stage plasma acceleration with injected beams. 
Once again, the broad range of  expertise available within the VI together with the breadth of 
the experimental programme provides an ideal environment promising significant progress in 
this highly relevant and competitive field.
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Expertise
The relevant expertise of the institutes for this VI is briefly summarised below:

Deutsches Elektronen-
Synchrotron – DESY

Longstanding expertise in electron beam optimisation, 
synchronisation and diagnostics. Joint efforts with 
University of Hamburg on combining conventional and 
plasma accelerators.

University of Hamburg – UHH Longstanding accelerator R&D and diagnostics 
expertise, particularly through collaboration with DESY; 
new professorship for plasma acceleration has been 
appointed.

John Adams Institute – JAI Leading UK accelerator centre with extensive 
education programmes for doctoral students on 
accelerator research; focusing on dynamics and 
diagnostics and laser-plasma acceleration with an 
emphasis on compact light sources and inventors of 
and experts on discharge-based plasma cells

Max-Planck-Institute for Physics 
in Munich – MPP

Introduced proton-driven PWA and plans a major 
demonstration experiment at CERN; expertise in 
metal-vapour plasma cells

Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory – LBNL

World-leading centre for laser-plasma acceleration; 
specific interest in staging of plasma acceleration cells 
on the 10 GeV energy scale.

SLAC National Accelerator 
Laboratory – SLAC

World-leading centre for electron-beam-driven plasma 
acceleration; afterburner experiments.

Accelerator research for particle physics was strongly encouraged in the recent evaluation of 
the research field Structure of Matter in the programme-oriented funding (PoF) of the 
Helmholtz Association.
International recognition of individuals involved in the VI programme:
Prof. Dr. B. Foster: Alexander von Humboldt Professorship, 2010; Fellow, Royal Society of 
London, 2008; European Director, Global Design Effort for the International Linear Collider, 
since 2005; Chairman, European Committee for Future Accelerators, 2002 – 2005; Max Born 
Medal & Prize, German Physical Society/UK Institute of  Physics, 2003; Spokesman, ZEUS 
experiment, DESY, 1999 – 2004; Alexander von Humboldt Research Prize, 1999.
Prof. Dr. Allen Caldwell: Director Max-Planck-Institute for Physics, 2002; Honorary Professor 
Technical University, Munch, 2004; Coordinator of  Proton-Driven Plasma Wakefield proposal, 
2010; Collaboration Board Chair, GERDA Experiment, 2004-2011; Project Leader 'Neutrinos 
and Beyond' TR27, 2006-2011; Director Nevis Laboratories, Columbia University, 1999-2002; 
Spokesman ZEUS Experiment 1997-1999; Fellow of the American Physics Society.
Prof. Dr. E. Elsen: Coordinator of  European Commission Framework Programme 7 
Preparatory Phase ILC-HiGrade, since 2008; Chair Large Hadron Collider Committee 
(LHCC), since 2011; Chair Project Board Accelerators in Helmholtz-Alliance Physics at the 
Terascale, since 2008; Editor European Physics Journal, since 2009; Coordinator of 
European Commission Framework Programme 6 Design Study EUROTeV, 2005-2008, 
Spokesman H1 experiment, 1999-2002.
Dr. W.P. Leemans: J. Dawson Award for Excellence in Plasma Physics Research, 2010; 
E.O. Lawrence Award for breakthrough work with laser plasma accelerators, 2009.
Prof. S.M. Hooker: J. Dawson Award for Excellence in Plasma Physics Research, 2010.
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Prof. A. Seryi: Deputy Spokesperson of the ATF (Accelerator Test Facility) International 
Collaboration; Design leader and Project Manager for the FACET project at SLAC; Director 
of John Adams Institute for Accelerator Science, 2010; Fellow  of  the American Physics 
Society.

Added Value
Plasma activities

Plasma-acceleration is a rapidly growing field with involvement from an increasing number of 
labs world-wide. Basic breakthroughs have been demonstrated, such as the production of 
quasi-monoenergetic electron beams with GeV-scale energies as well as the first 
demonstration of a laser-driven soft X-ray undulator source. However, we are still far from 
producing devices that can be used by the particle-physics or brilliant-light-source 
communities. In particular, substantial improvements are required in the characterisation and 
control of  beam-slice parameters and the generation of higher-energy beams with the 
required small energy spread. The programme of  the VI is designed to complement the 
efforts foreseen in ARD. In particular the non-German VI institutes bring highly capable and 
world-renowned teams to collaborate with the German partners who participate in the ARD 
initiative. The VI will give them the means to influence efficiently the development of DESY’s 
unique facilities as well as providing resources to help them to use them. The relevant DESY 
facilities are the high-quality conventional accelerators used to drive FLASH on the GeV-
energy scale, which can be combined with new  plasma-wave accelerators proposed in the 
ARD (i.e. based on REGAE and PITZ) to provide revolutionary new  facilities for accelerator 
science. For example, an important question affecting the quality of beams produced from 
plasma acceleration is the structure of the produced wakefields, which can be probed with 
short electron bunches. Some institutes in the VI have conventional accelerators but which 
produce bunches that are much longer than the plasma periods. This complicates the 
understanding of  the wakefield greatly; these studies will be highly simplified and advanced 
using beams from DESY’s accelerators in the few-femtosecond regime. Understanding the 
wakefield structure will have profound implications for many other studies being carried out in 
the VI institutes and elsewhere. The VI will provide new  opportunities to improve the required 
diagnostics and boost the energy of  both conventional and novel accelerating techniques. 
The funds provided through the VI will provide a vital resource whereby the institutes 
participating in the VI can utilise these unique facilities efficiently by extended stays at DESY.
The two major goals in the development of  plasma accelerators outlined in this proposal are 
the production of  “table-top” accelerators which can drive for example an XFEL that is 
affordable by individual universities and the use of  the high accelerating gradients for the 
production of energy-frontier accelerators with energies far in excess of anything currently 
available. For the latter, it is essential to develop the ability to combine successive plasma 
channels without degradation of the beam quality necessary to produce the high luminosity 
required to investigate the very rare processes of  interest at the energy frontier. The 
demonstration of a single plasma boost stage at SLAC is an essential milestone on the way 
to success in this programme; however, an enormous amount of  work remains, which is best 
tackled by a flexible collaborative structure such as is provided by the VI scheme. 

Diagnostics

The added value of  the VI in the area of beam diagnostics is to bring together developers of 
the VI partner institutes with the unique facilities of  DESY for testing the devices. Much of  the 
early development of these techniques took place with tests at FLASH, in particular with 
respect to timing; the development process will be significantly accelerated by the resources 
available through the VI. Bunch diagnostics will be established for few-femtosecond bunches 
from plasma-based accelerators.

Summary

Perhaps the major added value introduced by the VI is the coherent addition of 
complementary expertise from the institutes of the VI. The value of a VI such as the one 
proposed is the access it will provide both to the unique technical facilities available at DESY 
and the depth of technical expertise available at some of the great research universities of 
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the world which are partners in the VI. The potential value of such synergies across a very 
broad scientific landscape cannot be overemphasised.

Management
The implementation of  an effective management structure for the VI is facilitated by the wide 
range of  personal contacts existing among the senior scientists involved. For example, the 
spokesman is Alexander von Humboldt Professor B. Foster, who is affiliated with Hamburg 
University and DESY, two of  the major partners in this VI and with the John Adams Institute, 
of which he was the founding Director and continues to be a member. Foster will also be the 
external representative of the VI.
The decisions on the project and the coordination of the activities in the VI will be taken in an 
Institute Board, where each partner is represented by a leading scientist spokesperson. 
Matters should be sufficiently discussed in the board so that agreements are taken 
unanimously amongst the participating partners. Associated partners will be invited to 
meetings of the Institute Board and will play a full part in discussions. The spokesperson will 
be the final arbiter.
An Administrative Officer will be responsible for ensuring efficient use of funds and 
compliance with applicable regulations and for the distribution, use, and reporting of  the 
financial resources. He or she will also communicate the decisions of  the Institute Board to 
the partners of the VI.
Work package coordinators will be responsible for supervising the successful progress of  the 
research in their respective area. They will provide regular reports to the spokesman as 
requested.
Independent peer review  for the VI will be provided by utilising the existing external peer 
review structure of DESY, which covers all aspects of the work of the VI.
Administrative assistance and infrastructure support is supplied by DESY. The DESY press 
office supports the outreach of the VI. 
The virtual character of the VI is dependent on the efficient use of on modern communication 
tools, like Web-2.0 platforms, virtual conference facilities, central data base support, and 
state-of-the-art computer infrastructure. These facilities will be available in the collaborating 
institutes.

Furthering the career of Young Scientists
DESY is one of  the few  places in Germany that has the accelerator facilities to attract and 
educate students in accelerator science; it has been doing so since its inception. Accelerator 
science is attractive as training for young scientists at all levels from Bachelor and Master 
degrees to PhD students and postdocs especially as it combines aspects of  both 
fundamental and applied sciences. The new  developments in accelerator research being 
pursued within the VI, in particular plasma wakefield acceleration, are seen to be exciting 
both in terms of their basic physics content and the important applications to which they lead. 
The VI is therefore well placed to attract young scientists and further their careers. Grüner is 
leading the topic of  plasma acceleration at Hamburg University; Osterhoff has been installed 
as a Young Investigator of the Helmholtz-Alliance Physics at the Terascale at Hamburg 
University to emphasise HEP applications of plasma acceleration. Both of them are attracting 
PhD students to this emerging field. They are also supporting postdoctoral fellows. Elsen has 
been pioneering regular lectures on accelerator science in universities of the Helmholtz-
Alliance Physics at the Terascale. He has been supervising students of  all grades and has 
introduced them into the experimental environment of large-scale research, drawing from his 
experience as spokesman of the H1 Experiment. The programme executed by Foster as part 
of his Alexander von Humboldt Professorship also contains several positions both for 
students and postdoctoral researchers in the areas covered by the VI, including a W1 
position at Hamburg University. The JAI institute at Oxford, Royal Holloway and Imperial 
College has access to a pool of the best students in the UK and excellent students from 
abroad; as a result the quality of students and postdocs attracted to the work of  the VI 
through JAI should be outstanding; indeed several excellent JAI students have already 
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contributed strongly to topics in the VI’s programme. We have therefore included requests for 
funds to allow  exchange of PhD students between institutes. The JAI personnel costs 
explicitly include funds to allow  a student from Hamburg to spend up to 50% of their time 
working in Oxford with the JAI. The ability for these young scientists to gain experience of 
working at several internationally renowned institutes, and to have access to some of the 
best facilities worldwide, will make the VI highly attractive to the best scientists of their 
generation. Many of  the best students in the world are also attracted to Stanford and LBNL, 
so that the VI can call on exceptional human resources and facilitate international exchange 
of leading young scientists. The ability for these scientists to spend extended periods at the 
outstanding facilities available at DESY funded through the VI will further enhance the 
attractiveness of the VI as a magnet for the best young people.

Outreach
It is vital in a world in which many pressing problems cry out for limited resources to explain 
to the general public why the work of the VI is interesting scientifically both to scientists and 
to all with a curious mind but also leads to facilities and devices that can have important 
practical applications. Staff in the VI have an outstanding record in this area and it will be a 
high priority of the VI to explain its work in as many public media as possible, including public 
lectures, articles, radio, webcast and podcasts and TV appearances. Foster proposes an 
extensive programme of public outreach in the context of his AvH Award some of  which is 
directly applicable to the work of the VI. Other partners of the VI also have considerable 
experience with public outreach.

Finances
The financial plan for the proposed VI is laid out in the attached tables. Table 2 is subdivided 
into national and international funding. It distinguishes between basic funding and own 
funding that may be supplemented by top-up funding of the VI.

Funding in €Funding in €  Year  Year  Year  Year  Year 

Nation Type 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Total

natl. basic
own
top-up

250 000
360 000
250 000

250 000
265 000
250 000

250 000
500 000
250 000

250 000
265 000
250 000

250 000
265 000
250 000

1 250 000
1 655 000
1 250 000

natl. Totalnatl. Total 860 000 765 000 1 000 000 765 000 765 000 4 155 000

intl. basic
own
top-up

50 000
50 000
50 000

50 000
50 000
50 000

50 000
50 000
50 000

50 000
50 000
50 000

50 000
50 000
50 000

250 000
250 000
250 000

intl. Totalintl. Total 150 000 150 000 150 000 150 000 150 000 750 000

TotalTotal 1 010 000 915 000 1 150 000 915 000 915 000 4 905 000

Table 2: Funding profile distinguished by region and type, i.e. basic or top-up funds 
complemented by own contribution.
The budget is dominated by the procurement of  the transverse deflecting cavity for 
longitudinal beam diagnostics, the relocation and support of  the 200 TW laser and the 
development of  the plasma cells in both Li-vapour and gas cells. The adaptation of the 
photo-injector for FLASH for extended pulses is a relatively minor contribution. – The JAI will 
jointly engage with UHH in the development of plasma cells, for which R&D funds have been 
reserved in the JAI budget. Postdocs and PhD students will be exchanged between 
Hamburg and Oxford for this R&D programme.
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Funding in k€ Year
Institute Type Topic Component Category 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Total

DESY basic Diagnostics Beamline Material 20 20
FLASH Spectrometer Invest 15 15
FLASH TDS Invest 240 220 40 500
PWA Laser Invest 155 155 310

Personnel 60 60
own Diagnostics Beamline Material 150 20 20 20 210

FLASH TDS Invest 90 145 40 275
Plasma Cell Instr. Personnel 60 60 60 180
PWA Laser Invest 200 5 5 210

FLASH Beamline Personnel 60 60 120
Gun Personnel 60 60 60 180

Simulation Plasma Cell Personnel 60 60 60 60 60 300
top-up Diagnostics Beamline Personnel 60 60 60 180

FLASH Spectrometer Invest 140 140
FLASH TDS Invest 150 150 300
Plasma Cell Laser Invest 100 100 200
PWA Laser Invest 40 40 80

Personnel 60 60 120
FLASH Gun Material 50 50 50 150

DESY Total 850 755 805 570 570 3550
UHH basic Diagnostics Beamline Personnel 85 85 85 255

Plasma Cell Travel 10 10 10 10 10 50
Plasma Cell Instr. Invest 40 40

own Diagnostics Plasma Cell Instr. Personnel 60 60 60 180
top-up Diagnostics Plasma Cell Instr. Invest 40 40 80

UHH Total 10 10 195 195 195 605
JAI basic Diagnostics Plasma Cell Personnel 30 30 30 30 30 150

own Diagnostics Beamline Personnel 50 50 50 50 50 250
top-up Diagnostics Plasma Cell Material 40 40 40 40 40 200

Travel 10 10 10 10 10 50
JAI Total 130 130 130 130 130 650

SLAC basic Diagnostics Plasma Cell Travel 10 10 10 10 10 50
SLAC Total 10 10 10 10 10 50

LBNL basic Diagnostics PWA Laser Travel 10 10 10 10 10 50
LBNL Total 10 10 10 10 10 50
Total 1010 915 1150 915 915 4905

Table 3: Funding profile in k€ distinguished by institute, type and topic.

Milestones
Milestones have been attributed to all major activities throughout the time of  the project. The 
accomplishments at the milestones will be summarised in corresponding reports that are 
listed in table 4. The table also mentions the key institutes that contribute to the achievement.

Topic Date Key Partners

Midterm Report 6/2015 DESY/UHH

Final Report 12/2017 DESY/UHH

Report on beam extraction from FLASH 3/2014 DESY/UHH/JAI

Report on plasma cell development 3/2014 JAI/SLAC/UHH

Report on time-diagnostics 12/2014 DESY/JAI/UHH

Report on e-driven PWA 3/2017 DESY/SLAC/UHH

Report on laser-driven PWA 6/2017 DESY/LBNL/UHH/JAI

Report on staging of plasma cells 12/2017 DESY, JAI/LBNL

Table 4: The milestones and key reports of the VI.

The time development in the VI is displayed in the chart together with the milestones 
foreseen.
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PWA

PWA Activities @ DESY
REGAE experiments

PITZ experiments
FLASH II Activities

Construction
Shutdown I

Commissioning
Shutdown II

Seeding
Planning and preparation of FLASH II beamline and construction of components

PWA VI Main Reports
Midterm Report

Final Report

PWA @ FLASH II

e-extraction & beamline
Install deflecting  cavity

Optimize gun
Initial beam tests

Plasma cell
Temporal characterisation

Report on Time Diagnostics

Plasma cell refinement

Report on plasma cells

e-driven plasma

Install beamline

Characterise beam

Experiments

Report on e-driven PWA

Laser driven plasma

Relocation of 200 TW laser

Laser commissioning and e-injection
PWA experiments
Report on laser driven injected beams

PWA staging experiments

Report on PWA staging experiments

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Chart: PWA activities at DESY; coarse schedule of  FLASH II activities (implementation of a 
second FEL user facility) and the activities of the VI in the FLASH II tunnel (in yellow).

Conclusion
We propose to found a Helmholtz Virtual Institute for plasma wakefield acceleration. The VI  
aims to overcome existing limitations and make progress in technology that has many uses, 
including the development of compact X-ray sources of  vital interest to many sciences 
ranging from medicine to materials and ultra-high-energy acceleration of particles in a 
collider to investigate the fundamental mechanisms that govern the evolution of our universe. 
The VI will enable the procurement of  the technical tools to implement this programme at 
DESY. At the same time the Virtual Institute brings together world experts in the field and 
supports their access to unique facilities, laying a firm foundation for the execution of  a 
successful programme. This proposal is made at a uniquely favourable time in terms of the 
conjunction of several important initiatives in a field which seems poised to make great leaps 
forward.
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Appendix: Expertise of Leading Scientists

Prof. Dr. Brian Foster – Hamburg & Oxford *1954
Scientific career 
University B. Sc. in Physics, University of London 1972-1975

D. Phil. in Elementary Particle Physics, University of 
Oxford

1975-1978

Post-Doc Research Associate, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 1978-1982
Research Associate, Dept. of Physics, Imperial College of 
Science and Technology, London.

1982-1984

Lecturer, Dept. of Physics, Bristol University 1984-1992
Reader, Dept. of Physics, Bristol University 1992-1996
Professor of Experimental Physics, Bristol University 1996-2003
Professor of Experimental Physics, Oxford University 2003-
Head of Dept. of Particle Physics, Oxford University 2004-2011

Current position Alexander von Humboldt Chair (W3) Hamburg University 
and Leading Senior Scientist, DESY

2011-

Field of research:
Physics of  electron-positron collisions; development of novel particle detectors and 
associated electronics; structure of the proton investigated with deep inelastic scattering; 
development of high-energy linear colliders and novel methods of acceleration.
Selected publications
1) R. Brandelik et al., Phys. Lett. 86B, 243-249 (1979)
2) D.M. Binnie et al., Nuclear Instruments and Methods, 228 267-277 (1985)
3) B. Foster et al., Nuclear Instruments and Methods, A338, 254-283, (1994)
4) S. Chekanov et al., Phys. Rev. D69, 0120004 (2004)
5) A. de Roeck et al., Eur. Phys.J. C66 525-583 (2010)
6) S.T. Boogert et al., Phys.Rev.ST Accel. Beams 13 122801 (2010)

Prof. Dr. Allen Caldwell – Max-Planck-Institute for Physics * 1959
Scientific career 
University Univ. of Wisconsin 1981-1987
Post-Doc Columbia University 1987-1989

Columbia University (assistant to full) 1989-2002
Management Spokesperson ZEUS experiment 1997-1999

Director Nevis Laboratories, Columbia University 1999-2002
Chair, GERDA Collaboration Board 2004-2011
Project Leader, Neutrinos and Beyond 2006-2011

Current position Director Max-Planck-Institute for Physics 2002-
Honorary Professor Technical University, München 2004-

Field of research:
Deep Inelastic Scattering, Neutrino Physics, Future Accelerator Technologies
Selected publications
1) A. Caldwell, K. Lotov, A. Pukhov, F. Simon, Nature Phys. 5 (2009) 363
2) A. Caldwell, K. Lotov, Phys. Plasmas 18 (2011) 103101
3) ZEUS Coll., S. Chekanov et al., Phys. Lett. B682 (2009) 8
4) A. Caldwell, D. Kollar, K. Kröninger, Comput. Phys. Commun. 180 (2009) 2197
5) H. Abramowicz, A. Caldwell, R. Galea, S. Schlenstedt, NIM A546, 356 (2005)
6) A. Caldwell, Nucl. Phys. A827 (2009) 171
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Prof. Dr. Eckhard Elsen – DESY *1955

Scientific career
University Diploma in Particle Physics, TU Hannover and Hamburg 

University
1973-1978

Dr. rer. nat. Hamburg University, experimental particle 
physics

1978-1981

Post-Doc Postdoc Hamburg University 1981-1982
Feodor-Lynen Fellow AvH, SLAC, Stanford 1982-1984
Assistant (C1) Heidelberg University 1984-1989
Habilitation Heidelberg University 1989

Current position Senior Scientist at DESY 1990-
Spokesperson experiment H1 1999-2002
Sabbatical SLAC 2002-2003
ILC project management 2005-
Prof. apl. Hamburg University 2006-

Field of research:
Particle physics of e+e- collisions; development of new  analysis techniques; development of 
fast electronics for new  detectors; deep-inelastic scattering; flavour physics; development of 
linear colliders and research for novel methods of particle acceleration. 
Selected publications 
1) Jade Collab., Phys.Lett. B119 (1982), 239
2) Jade Collab., Z.Phys. C46 (1990), 349
3) A. Baird et al., Nucl.Instrum.Meth. A461 (2001) 461
4) H1 Collab., Phys. Lett. B561 (2003) 241;
5) BaBar Collab., Phys. Rev. D72 (2005), 051102
6) ILC Reference Design Report, ISBN 978-92-9083-298-0

Prof. Dr. Florian Grüner – University of Hamburg *1973

Scientific career 
University Diploma in Physics, Munich University 1994-2000

Dr. rer. nat., Munich University, experimental physics 2000-2003
Post-Doc Postdoc scholarship DFG 2004-2005

Assistant, Munich University 2005-2007
Visiting Scientist Lawrence Berkeley National Lab 2007
Postdoctoral Researcher Max-Planck-Institute of 
Quantum Optics

2007-2008

Professorship Professor of Physics (W2), LMU University of Munich 2008-2011
Member of Board of Cluster of Excellence MAP 2010-2011

Current position Chair (W3) Accelerator physics, Hamburg University 2011-
Guest Professor LMU University of Munich 2011-
Spokesperson LAOLA-collaboration 2011-

Field of research:
Laser-driven brilliant X-ray sources, laser-plasma accelerators, compact beam optics, 
diagnostics of plasma density profiles in capillaries, cryogenic undulators, space-charge 
effects of ultra-high peak current electron bunches
Selected publications 
1) F. Grüner et al., Applied Physics B, 86, 431 (2007)
2) J. Osterhoff et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 085002 (2008)
3) F. Grüner et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 12, 020701 (2009)
4) W. Rittershofer et al., Phys. of Plasmas 17, 063104 (2010)
5) F. O’Shea et al., Phys. Rev. STAB 13, 070702 (2010)
6) M. Fuchs et al., Nature Physics 5, 826 (2009)
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Dr. Mark Hogan – SLAC *1967

Scienti'ic(career(
University B.S. in Physics, University of California at Los Angeles 1985-1990

Ph.D. in Physics, University of California at Los Angeles 1991-1998
Post-Doc Research Associate, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 1998-2001
Current position Staff Scientist, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory 2002-

Plasma Group Leader, SLAC 2006-
FACET Scientific Leader, SLAC 2008-
Advanced Accelerator Research Department Head 2011-

Field of research:
Experimental investigation of beam-driven plasma wakefield acceleration, SLAC 
spokesperson for UCLA/USC/SLAC plasma wakefield collaboration, spatial and temporal 
characterisation of  ultrashort high-energy beams from the SLAC linac, end-to-end modelling 
of the SLAC linac and plasma wakefield experiments. Beam driven dielectric wakefield 
acceleration. Development of  the user community and specification of the scientific 
requirements for the FACET facility at SLAC.
Selected publications
1) I. Blumenfeld et al, Nature 445, 741-744 (2007)
2) X. Wang et al, Physical Review ST – Accelerators and Beams 12, 051303 (2009)
3) N. Kirby et al, Physical Review ST – Accelerators and Beams 12, 051302 (2009)
4) P. Muggli et al, C. R. Physique 10 (2009)
5) P. Muggli et al, New Journal of Physics 12 045022 (2010)
6) M. J. Hogan et al, New Journal of Physics 12 055030 (2010)

Prof. Dr. Simon Martin Hooker – John Adams Institute JAI *1965

Scientific career 
University BA in Physics, University of Oxford 1983-1986

DPhil in Physics, University of Oxford 1986-1990
Post-Doc Research(Assistant,(Dept.(Physics,(University(of(Oxford 1990-1994

Research Affiliate, Dept. Electrical Engineering, Stanford 
University

1994-1996

Royal Society University Research Fellow, Dept. Physics, 
University of Oxford

1996-2005

Current position Professor of Atomic & Laser Physics, Dept. Physics, 
University of Oxford

2005-

Fellow & Tutor in Physics, Merton College, Oxford 2003-
Field of research:
Laser-plasma interactions and applications arising from them. Waveguides for high-intensity 
laser pulses. Laser-driven plasma accelerators and their application to driving compact 
radiation sources. High-harmonics generation and techniques for phase-matching and quasi-
phase-matching.
Selected publications:
1) D. Spence and S. M. Hooker, Phys. Rev. E 63, 015401 (2001)
2) W.P. Leemans et al., Nat. Phys. 2, 696 (2006)
3) A.J. Gonsalves et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 025002 (2007)
4) T.P. Rowlands-Rees et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 105005 (2008)
5) M. Fuchs et al., Nat. Phys. 5 826 (2009)
6) T.P.A. Ibbotson et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 13, 031301 (2010)
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Dr. Wim Leemans – LBNL *1963

Scientific career 
University Electrical Engineering and Applied Physics degree,

Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
1980-1985

M.S. Electrical Engineering, University of California, Los 
Angeles

1985-1987

Ph.D. Electrical Engineering, University of California, Los 
Angeles

1987-1991

Post-Doc Staff Scientist I 1991-1993
Staff Scientist Physicist 1993-2004

Current position Senior Staff Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. 2005-
Leader, LOASIS Group, LBNL 1993-2005
Head, LOASIS Program, LBNL 2005-
Director, BELLA Project, LBNL 2007-
Adjunct Professor, University of Nevada, Reno 2004-
Research Physicist, University of California, Berkeley 2007-

Field of research:
Laser based advanced accelerator concepts for electrons and ions, ultra-short x-ray pulse 
generation and advanced radiation sources, the interaction of electron and ion beams with 
plasmas and matter.
Selected publications:
1) C.G.R. Geddes et al., Nature 431, 538-541 (2004)
2) W.P. Leemans et al., Nature Physics 2, p.696-699 (2006)
3) C.G.R. Geddes et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 215004 (2008)
4) W. Leemans and E. Esarey, Physics Today 62, 44-49 (2009)
5) E. Esarey, C. B. Schroeder and W. P. Leemans, Rev. Mod. Phys. 81, 1229(2009)
6) A. J. Gonsalves et al., Nature Physics 7, p 862-866 (2011)

Prof. Dr. Patric Muggli – Max-Planck-Institute for Physics *1963

Scientific career 
University BS, EPFL Lausanne, Switzerland 1981-1986
Research PhD, EPFL Lausanne Switzerland 1991

Post-doctoral fellow, UCLA, Los Angeles 1992-1995
Research 
Associate

Physicist, USC, Los Angeles 1995-2000

Professor, USC, Los Angeles 2000-2006
USC, Los Angeles 2006-2011

Current Position Group Leader, Future Accelerator Group, Max-Planck-
Institute for Physics
Adjunct Research Professor, Electrical Engineering-
Electrophysics Department, USC, Los Angeles.

2011-

Field of research:
Advanced accelerators, beam-plasma interactions, plasma-based radiation sources, plasma 
source development, laboratory astrophysics 
Selected publications
1) P. Muggli et al., IEEE Trans. on Plasma Science 27(3), pp. 791-799 (1999)
2) P. Muggli et al., Nature 411, 43-43 (2001)
3) P. Muggli et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 014802 (2004)
4) M. J. Hogan et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 054802 (2005)
5) I. Blumenfeld et al., Nature 445, 741-744 (2007)
6) P. Muggli et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 054801 (2008)
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Dr. Jens Osterhoff – University of Hamburg *1979
Scientific career 
University Master of Arts in Physics, The University of Texas at 

Austin and University of Würzburg
2000-2004

Dr. rer. nat. in Physics, Ludwig-Maximilians-University 
Munich and Max-Planck-Institute for Quantum Optics

2005-2009

Postdoc Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich and Max-
Planck-Institute for Quantum Optics

2009

Postdoctoral Fellow, Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory

2009-2010

Current position Head of the Young Investigator Group for Plasma 
Acceleration, University of Hamburg and DESY

2010-

Deputy Coordinator of the European Network on Novel 
Accelerators within EuCARD

2011-

Fields of research:
Experimental and computational laser-plasma acceleration, in particular stabilisation of the 
acceleration process, symbiosis between conventional and plasma-based acceleration 
schemes, brilliant laser-plasma-based radiation sources, phase-space characterisation of 
ultra-short beams, and staging. Experimental laboratory astrophysics, including physics of 
high-temperature hydrodynamics and radiative shocks, physics of clusters.
Selected publications
1) J. Osterhoff et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 085002 (2008)
2) Y. Nomura et al., Nature Physics 5, 124 (2008)
3) M. Fuchs et al., Nature Physics 5, 826 (2009)
4) J. Osterhoff et al., New J. Phys. 11, 023022 (2009)
5) A. Popp et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 215001 (2010)
6) A. J. Gonsalves et al., Nature Physics 7, 862 (2011)

Prof. Dr. Andrei Seryi – John Adams Institute JAI *1963
Scientific career 
University M.Sc in Physics, Novosibirsk State University 1981-1986
Research Scientific researcher, Budker Institute of Nuclear 

Physics, Novosibirsk
D. Phil. in Accelerator Physics, Budker Institute of 
Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk

1986-1995

1994

Visiting scientist, DAPNIA, CEA Saclay 1995-1996
Scientific researcher, Budker Inst. of Nuclear Physics 1996-1998

Current position

Visiting scientist, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
Senior staff scientist, SLAC National Accelerator Lab
Professor of Accelerator Physics, Oxford University

1998-1999
1999-2010
2010-

Director of John Adams Institute for Accelerator 
Science, Oxford University and Royal Holloway 
University of London

2010-

Field of research:
Development of high energy colliders; beam-beam effects and their compensation in 
colliders; electron cooling of  the beams; beam-delivery system design for high-energy linear 
colliders; alignment and stability effects in colliders; development of  novel methods of 
acceleration; development of compact light sources. 
Selected publications 
1) R. Calabrese, et al, Il Nuovo Cimento, vol.101A, N.2, 1989
2) A. Seryi, O. Napoly, Phys. Rev. E. v.53, 5323, 1996
3) P. Raimondi, A. Seryi, Phys. Rev. Letters, 86, 3779, 2001
4) Y. Nosochkov, A. Seryi, Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 8:021001, 2005
5) P. Bambade, et al, Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 13:042801, 2010
6) M. Hogan, et al, New J.Phys.12:055030, 2010
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please fill in 
yellow cells only Cost category DESY UHH NN (German 

partner 3)
NN (German 
partner 4)

NN (German 
partner 5)

NN (German 
partner 6) Sum

2013 Total year 2013 456.500 35.000 0 0 0 0 491.500
subtotal 211.500 30.000 0 0 0 0 241.500
Personnel 60.000 30.000 0 0 0 0 90.000
Material, equipment, travel… 21.500 0 0 0 0 0 21.500
Investments 130.000 0 0 0 0 0 130.000
subtotal 245.000 5.000 0 0 0 0 250.000
Personnel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Material, equipment, travel… 0 5.000 0 0 0 0 5.000
Investments 245.000 0 0 0 0 0 245.000

2014 Total year 2014 996.750 70.000 0 0 0 0 1.066.750
subtotal 506.750 60.000 0 0 0 0 566.750
Personnel 120.000 60.000 0 0 0 0 180.000
Material, equipment, travel… 31.500 0 0 0 0 0 31.500
Investments 355.250 0 0 0 0 0 355.250
subtotal 490.000 10.000 0 0 0 0 500.000
Personnel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Material, equipment, travel… 84.500 10.000 0 0 0 0 94.500
Investments 405.500 0 0 0 0 0 405.500

2015 Total year 2015 1.073.500 112.500 0 0 0 0 1.186.000
subtotal 656.000 60.000 0 0 0 0 716.000
Personnel 150.000 60.000 0 0 0 0 210.000
Material, equipment, travel… 63.500 0 0 0 0 0 63.500
Investments 442.500 0 0 0 0 0 442.500
subtotal 417.500 52.500 0 0 0 0 470.000
Personnel 60.000 42.500 0 0 0 0 102.500
Material, equipment, travel… 84.500 10.000 0 0 0 0 94.500
Investments 273.000 0 0 0 0 0 273.000

2016 Total year 2016 748.750 155.000 0 0 0 0 903.750
subtotal 466.250 60.000 0 0 0 0 526.250
Personnel 180.000 60.000 0 0 0 0 240.000
Material, equipment, travel… 63.500 0 0 0 0 0 63.500
Investments 222.750 0 0 0 0 0 222.750
subtotal 282.500 95.000 0 0 0 0 377.500
Personnel 120.000 85.000 0 0 0 0 205.000
Material, equipment, travel… 0 10.000 0 0 0 0 10.000
Investments 162.500 0 0 0 0 0 162.500

2017 Total year 2017 375.500 155.000 0 0 0 0 530.500
subtotal 205.500 60.000 0 0 0 0 265.500
Personnel 180.000 60.000 0 0 0 0 240.000
Material, equipment, travel… 20.000 0 0 0 0 0 20.000
Investments 5.500 0 0 0 0 0 5.500
subtotal 170.000 95.000 0 0 0 0 265.000
Personnel 120.000 85.000 0 0 0 0 205.000
Material, equipment, travel… 0 10.000 0 0 0 0 10.000
Investments 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000

2018 Total year 2018 160.000 77.500 0 0 0 0 237.500
subtotal 100.000 30.000 0 0 0 0 130.000
Personnel 90.000 30.000 0 0 0 0 120.000
Material, equipment, travel… 10.000 0 0 0 0 0 10.000
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 60.000 47.500 0 0 0 0 107.500
Personnel 60.000 42.500 0 0 0 0 102.500
Material, equipment, travel… 0 5.000 0 0 0 0 5.000
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total German Partners 3.811.000 605.000 0 0 0 0 4.416.000
a) own contribution 2.146.000 300.000 0 0 0 0 2.446.000
b) funding applied for 1.665.000 305.000 0 0 0 0 1.970.000

b) funding applied for

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution

Financial Plan for German Partners (in Euro)

a) own contribution

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution



please fill in 
yellow cells only Cost category JAI LBNL SLAC Sum

2013 Total year 2013 65.000 5.000 5.000 0 0 0 75.000
subtotal 25.000 0 0 0 0 0 25.000
Personnel 25.000 0 0 0 0 0 25.000
Material, equipment, travel… 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 40.000 5.000 5.000 0 0 0 50.000
Personnel 15.000 0 0 0 0 0 15.000
Material, travel… 25.000 5.000 5.000 0 0 0 35.000

2014 Total year 2014 130.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 150.000
subtotal 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000
Personnel 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000
Material, equipment, travel… 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 80.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 100.000
Personnel 30.000 0 0 0 0 0 30.000
Material, travel… 50.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 70.000

2015 Total year 2015 130.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 150.000
subtotal 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000
Personnel 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000
Material, equipment, travel… 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 80.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 100.000
Personnel 30.000 0 0 0 0 0 30.000
Material, travel… 50.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 70.000

2016 Total year 2016 130.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 150.000
subtotal 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000
Personnel 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000
Material, equipment, travel… 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 80.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 100.000
Personnel 30.000 0 0 0 0 0 30.000
Material, travel… 50.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 70.000

2017 Total year 2017 130.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 150.000
subtotal 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000
Personnel 50.000 0 0 0 0 0 50.000
Material, equipment, travel… 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 80.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 100.000
Personnel 30.000 0 0 0 0 0 30.000
Material, travel… 50.000 10.000 10.000 0 0 0 70.000

2018 Total year 2018 65.000 5.000 5.000 0 0 0 75.000
subtotal 25.000 0 0 0 0 0 25.000
Personnel 25.000 0 0 0 0 0 25.000
Material, equipment, travel… 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 40.000 5.000 5.000 0 0 0 50.000
Personnel 15.000 0 0 0 0 0 15.000
Material, travel… 25.000 5.000 5.000 0 0 0 35.000

Total Foreign Partners 650.000 50.000 50.000 0 0 750.000
a) own contribution 250.000 0 0 0 0 0 250.000
b) funding applied for 400.000 50.000 50.000 0 0 0 500.000

b) funding applied for

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution

Financial Plan for Foreign Partners (in Euro)

a) own contribution

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution

b) funding applied for

a) own contribution


